Wichita Falls-Wichita County
Public Health District
Aquatic Facility Manager Of Operations
2022

Due to the State’s update to the rules, all pool managers must complete the Health District’s
Pool School AND Test §265.205(b)(4)
The only exemption that will be made for the test will be for pool managers who hold a valid certificate for any of the following
courses: NRPA, "Aquatic Facility Operator" (A.F.O.); NSPF, "Certified Pool-Spa Operator" (C.P.O); Y.M.C.A., "Pool Operator on
Location" (P.O.O.L.); NSPI, "Professional Pool and Spa Operator" (P.P.S.O.); or ASPSA, "Licensed Aquatic Facility Technician"
(L.A.F.T.)

Pool School
Requirements
&
Paper Work

Once you have completed this online training, contact the Environmental Health
Division at 940-761-7820 to schedule a date/time to take the test with your Aquatic
Facility Inspector. Pick up a pool book from the Health District.
You will be required to sign paperwork stating you have viewed and understand all
training
All paper work and payments must be turned in and the aquatic facility must be ready
as if it would be open that day in order to set up a permit inspection with your
inspector. One free Pre-Inspection Review may be set up instead, but must be
requested as such.
Required Paper Work: Application Page, Data Sheet, Electrical Inspection (Iowa Park exempt from Electrical
Inspection, but it is recommended to have one done!)

Electrical
Inspection

A pool or spa electrical system shall be installed, maintained, repaired or replaced by a
licensed electrician in accordance with the Texas Electrical Safety and Licensing Act,
Texas Occupations Code, Chapter 1305 and related rules.

Wichita Falls & Surrounding Cities:
• Effective with permit renewal in 2020, each public or semi-public aquatic facility
shall also annually submit certification by a licensed, registered electrician that the
electrical equipment for the aquatic facility meets all local, state, and federal
electrical codes on a form promulgated by the city
• An inspection form was mailed to each establishment’s billing address. If you did
not receive the form, then one can be picked up at the Health District or emailed to
you
• Not required for the city limits of Iowa Park, but is highly recommended for the
safety of the swimmers and personnel. The Health District does NOT inspect
electrical items

Subchapter L - Public Swimming Pools and Spas:
https://dshs.texas.gov/poolspa/pdf/DSHS-20-0011__Public_Swimming_Pools_and_Spas_(EC_Approved_Preamble_and_Rules_-_Adoption).pdf

Texas
Administrative
Code, Title 25
Chapter 265
&
Other Related
Rules
It is the responsibility of the
POOL Manager to know all
rules
(will be included in pool book)

Subchapter M - Public Interactive Water Features and Fountains:
https://dshs.texas.gov/poolspa/pdf/Rules5_2010.pdf

Texas Health and Safety Code & Occupation Code:
Section 341.064 - Swimming Pools and Bathhouses
Section 341.0645 - Pool Safety
Section 341.0695 - Interactive Water Features and Fountains
Section 1.005 - Definitions
Chapter 757 - Pool Yard Enclosures
Title 13 Sports, Amusements, and Entertainment
Federal Regulations:
Part 1207 – Safety Standard for Swimming Pool Slides
28 CFR § 36.104 Definitions (Service Animal)
28 CFR §36.302(c) Service animals
Wichita Falls (& Cities that have adopted) Local Ordinance:
Chapter 58 Article IV. Aquatic Facilities

Why do we have rules?
The Health Aspect

RWI

Recreational Water Illness (RWI): An illness that is
spread by swallowing, breathing, or having contact with
contaminated water from swimming pools, spas, hot
tubs, decorative water fountains, lakes, rivers, or
oceans. Recreational water illnesses (RWIs) can cause a
wide variety of symptoms, including skin, ear,
respiratory, eye, and wound infections. The most
commonly reported RWI is diarrhea. Diarrheal RWI”s
can be caused by germs such as Crypto (short for
Cryptosporidium), Giardia, Shigella, and E. coli O157:H7

Swimmer’s
Ear

Swimmer’s ear (ear ache) is an infection of the
ear and/or outer ear canal. It can cause the ear
to itch or become red and inflamed so that
head movement or touching of the ear is very
painful. There may also be pus that drains from
the ear
It is caused by an infection with a bacteria called
Pseudomonas aeruginosa that is found in pools
and hot tubs that are not maintained with a
good disinfectant and pH control program

HOT TUB
RASH

 Hot tub rash or dermatitis, is an infection of the skin.
The skin might become itchy and progress to a bumpy
red rash that might become tender. There might also
be pus-filled blisters that are usually found
surrounding hair follicles. Because a swimsuit can
keep contaminated water in longer contact with the
skin, the rash may be worse under a person’s swim
suit

 Caused by a germ called Pseudomonas aeruginosa,
same bacteria causing swimmer’s ear

SWIMMER’S
ITCH

 Swimmer’s itch, also called cercarial dermatitis, appears as
a skin rash caused by an allergic reaction to certain
parasites that infect some birds and mammals. These
microscopic parasites are released from infected snails into
fresh and salt water (such as lakes, ponds, swimming pools
and oceans). While the parasite’s preferred host is the
specific bird or mammal, if the parasite comes into contact
with a swimmer, it burrows into the skin causing an allergic
reaction and rash
 These parasites live in the blood of infected animals such
as ducks, geese, gulls, swans, and certain aquatic
mammals. They enter the body through exposure from
infected water contaminated by these mammals

ATHLETE’S
FOOT

 (TINEA PEDIS)…Is an infection of the skin and feet that
can be cased by a variety of different fungi. Although it
can affect any portion of the foot, the infection most often
affects the space between the toes. Athlete’s food is
typically characterized by skin fissures or scales that can
be red and itchy

 Athlete’s food is spread through contact with infected skin
scales or contact with fungi in damp areas (for example,
showers, locker rooms, and swimming pools)
 Once this infections is contracted it can remain as a
chronic re-occurring infection. Never goes away for good!

Giardia
(gee-ARE-dee-uh)

 Giardia is a parasite that causes diarrhea. It is found in infected
people’s stool and cannot be seen by the naked eye. This
parasite is protected by an outer shell that allows it to survive
outside the body and in the environment for long periods of
time
 It is one of the most common causes of waterborne illness RWI
in the USA
 It is caused by swallowing recreational water contaminated
with Giardia. Water from swimming pools, hot tubs, fountains,
rivers and ponds
 It can also be found on the surfaces of lounge chairs, picnic
tables and bathroom fixtures contaminated with stool from an
infected person

Salmonellosis

 Salmonellosis is an infection with bacteria called Salmonella
(not just contracted from food, but also pools, hot tubs, and
fountains). Most persons infected with Salmonella develop
diarrhea, fever, and abdominal cramps 12 to 72 hours after
infection

 The illness usually lasts 4 to 7 days, and most persons recover
without treatment. However, in some persons, the diarrhea
may be so severe that the patient needs to be hospitalized. In
these patients, the Salmonella infection may spread from the
intestines to the blood stream, and then to other body sites and
can cause death unless the person is treated promptly with
antibiotics
 The elderly, infants, and those with impaired immune systems
are more likely to have a severe illness

Shigellosis

 Shigellosis is an infectious disease caused by a group of bacteria
called Shigella
 Most who are infected with Shigella develop diarrhea, fever,
and stomach cramps starting a day or two after they are
exposed to bacteria. The diarrhea is often bloody. Shigellosis
usually resolves in 5 -7 days
 A severe infection with high fever may be associated with
seizures in children less than 2 years old
 Some persons who are infected may have no symptoms at all,
but may still pass the Shigella bacteria to others
 Water may become infected if sewage runs into it, or someone
with Shigllosis swims in or plays in a pool or spa. Shigella
infections can then be acquired by drinking, swimming in, or
playing with the contaminated water
 Many times pools become infected with Shigella due to children
wearing diapers that contain fecal matter

Norovirus

Noroviruses are transmitted primarily
through the fecal-oral route, either by
consumption of fecal contaminated food or
water or by direct person to person spread
Waterborne outbreaks of norovirus disease
in community settings have often been
caused by sewage contamination of wells
and recreational water (pools, hot tubs, and
fountains)

The presence of microorganisms of the total
coliform group or E. coli in any water sample
shall be deemed unacceptable water quality:
First sample failure- establishment must close
and shock the pool/spa appropriately (check
your pool kit manual for information), then you
may reopen once the chlorine is back to 1.0-8.0

Wichita Falls
&
Surrounding
Cities
Water
ppm (your inspector will then take a second water sample)
Samples
Two consecutive samples failing- closure of the
aquatic facility until a passing water sample is
achieved

Types of Aquatic Facilities
& Required Management

Types of
pools:
Part 1

Public pool--Any man-made permanently installed or non-portable structure, basin, chamber or
tank containing an artificial body of water that is maintained or used expressly for public
recreation, swimming, diving, aquatic sports, or other aquatic activity. Public pools include but
are not limited to activity pools, catch pools, lazy or leisure river pools, wave action pools, vortex
pools, therapy pools, and wading pools. A public pool may be publicly or privately owned and
may be operated by an owner, lessee, operator, licensee or concessionaire. A fee for use may or
not be charged. The term does not include a residential pool, artificial swimming lagoon,
floatation system or chamber, or a body of water that continuously recirculates water from a
spring:

 Class A pool--Any pool maintained or used, with or without a fee, for accredited
competitive events such as FINA, United States Swimming, United States
Diving, NCAA, and National Federation of State High School Association events.
A Class A pool may also be used for recreational swimming
 Class B pool--Any pool maintained or used for public recreation and open to the
general public with or without a fee
 Class C pool--Any pool operated for and in conjunction with: lodging, such as hotels,
motels, apartments, condominiums, or mobile home parks; youth camps, property
owner associations, private organizations, or clubs; or schools, colleges, or
universities while operated for academic or continuing education classes. The use of
such a pool would be open to occupants, members or students, and their guests, but
not to the general public

Types of
pools:
Part 2
(Still fall under
Class A, B, or C)

 Activity pool--A pool designed for casual water play ranging from simple splashing activity to the use of
attractions placed in the pool, such as pad walks, public interactive water features or fountains, or floatation
devices, for recreation
 Catch pool--A body of water located at the exit of one or more waterslide flumes. It is designed and intended
to terminate the slide action of the waterslide user and to provide a means of exit to a deck or walkway area
 Leisure river--A manufactured stream of water of near-constant depth in which the water is moved by pumps
or other means of propulsion to provide river-like flow that transports users over a defined path that may
include water features and play devices. Also known as a lazy river or current channel

 Surf pool--A pool, with less than 20,000 square feet of water surface area, in which waves are generated and
dedicated to the activity of surfing on a surfboard or analogous surfing device commonly used in the ocean
and intended for sport. A surf pool is intended for the sport of surfing as opposed to general play activities in
wave pools
 Therapeutic pool or spa--A pool or spa that is operated exclusively for therapeutic purposes, such as physical
therapy, and is under the direct supervision and control of licensed or certified medical personnel. ****Now
must meet the same rules unless specified otherwise!!!
 Vortex pool--A circular pool equipped with a method of transporting water in the pool for the purpose of
propelling users at speeds dictated by the velocity of the moving stream of water
 Wading pool--A pool with a maximum water depth that is no greater than 18 inches. A wading pool can
contain a PIWF (Previously called a “Class D Pool” with a depth of 24 inches)
 Wave pool--A pool, with less than 20,000 square feet of water surface area, designed to simulate breaking or
cyclic waves for purposes of general play. A wave pool is intended for general play as opposed to a surf pool
that is intended for sport

Types of
spas

Spa--A body of water intended for the immersion of persons in either hot or cold
water, circulated in a closed system, and not intended to be drained and refilled after
each use. A spa can include a filter, heater, a pump or pumps, blowers and water
sanitizing equipment. The term includes a swim spa or exercise spa:

 Class A spa--Any spa maintained or used, with or without a fee, for
accredited competitive events such as FINA, United States Swimming,
United States Diving, NCAA, and National Federation of State High School
Association events
 Class B spa--Any spa maintained or used for public recreation and open to
the general public with or without a fee
 Class C spa--Any spa operated for and in conjunction with: lodging, such as
hotels, motels, apartments, condominiums, or mobile home parks; youth
camps, property owner associations, private organizations, or clubs; or
schools, colleges, or universities while operated for academic or continuing
education classes, or hospitals or medical centers

Operation/
Management
of
Aquatic
Facilities

 All Class A, B, and C pools/spas shall be maintained under the
supervision and direction of a properly trained and certified
operator
 The operator is not required to be on-site whenever the pool or
spa is open
 The operator may be responsible for multiple pools and spas
and shall ensure any on-site staff is properly trained in day-today pool and spa operations and maintenance
 The trained and certified operator’s name and contact
information shall be made available to on-site staff, such as
lifeguards, and to property management companies, or
property managers, and shall be made available at the request
of the department or a local regulatory authority

Operator training and certification can be obtained
by completion of one of the following courses or their
equivalent:

Operation/
Management
Certifications

 NRPA, “Aquatic Facility Operator;”
 PHTA, “Certified Pool Operator;”
 ASPSA, “Licensed Aquatic Facility Technician;”
 An equivalent course which requires testing and
provides certification that is approved by the local
regulatory authority (this training) –not applicable for
Public Interactive Water Features

Operation/
Management
Wichita Falls &
Surrounding
Cities
Requirement

 A manager of operations of a public or semi-public aquatic
facility shall obtain certification from the regulatory authority. A
manager of operations may obtain certification by successfully
completing a training course conducted by the regulatory
authority. No person will be allowed to act as the manager of
operations without first having obtained certification
 Certification training classes (this online training) will be
conducted each year

 A person showing a current certificate as a certified aquatic
facility operator (AFO), certified pool-spa operator (CPO), a
pool operator on location (POOL) or any other training
approved by the regulatory authority, may be exempt from the
health district training (exception is 2022 due to the state’s
update to the rules; however, you are exempt from the test)

• Ensure on-site pool maintenance personnel
are trained to properly operate all equipment
and trained to use chemicals

Operator
Responsible for
Staff
• Ensure chemicals are used according to

manufacturer’s instructions, and Safety Data
Sheets and proper PPE is provided on-site
• Ensure the pool/spa is tested as required and
logs, as required, are maintained properly

Chemicals

Chemical
Use

 The use of chemicals at pools and spas shall be
according to the chemical manufacturer’s directions

 No chemical shall be used in a way that violates the
manufacturer’s instructions for the chemical feed
system or NSF 50 certification of that chemical feed
system
 Personnel responsible for the operation of the
disinfectant agent and other potentially hazardous
chemicals provided with appropriate protective
equipment and clothing, including rubber gloves and
goggles, safety information, and safety data sheets

Reliable Means
of Water
Testing
Required
DPD Chemical
test kit

• A reliable means of testing for pH, chlorine, bromine, cyanuric acid (when
used) alkalinity, and calcium hardness, to minimum and maximum levels
and levels in between shall be provided and available
• DPD chemical test required for chlorine and bromine

***Your pool kit manual is your new best friend! It will teach you how to
keep your chemicals balanced, how to shock the pool/spa, and much more
(MUST MAKE SURE IT FOLLOWS Texas RULES)***

Storage of
Test Kits &
Reagents

In order to be reliable, test kits and reagents shall be stored according
to the manufacturer’s instructions and protected from extreme heat
and cold and from exposure to water, chemicals, petroleum products
or any other element or environment that could adversely affect the
efficacy of water quality test results
Testing reagents shall be changed at frequencies recommended by the
manufacturer to ensure accuracy of the tests

Chemical
Storage
Areas

In order for your chemicals to be reliable and safe:
•

They must be EPA-registered for use with pools/spas

•

Dry chemicals must be stored off the floor or in waterproof
containers in a dry room and protected against flooding or
wetting from floors, walls & ceiling

•

Disinfectant agents, other chemicals, and feed equipment
shall be stored so that pool and spa users do not have
access

•

Chlorine compounds shall not be stored in the same
storage room or storage area as petroleum products

•

Chlorine gas is now prohibited

Chemical
Controllers

***New State Rule***
Automated controllers that adjust
chemical feed based on demand
or manually, or remotely
managed controllers for pool and
spa disinfection and pH control
are now required by 2023 Permit!
EXAMPLE

Chemical
Feeders

Chemical Feeder for Disinfectant (Chlorine or Bromine) REQUIRED:
 Must meet NSF Standard 50
 Installed, maintained, and operated in accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions (this means they must be hooked up and working!)
 Solution is introduced downstream from the filter and heater and, when possible, at
a point lower than the heater outlet fitting or according to manufacturer’s
instructions
 Failure-proof features so that the chemical cannot feed into the pool or spa, the pool
or spa piping system, or water supply system, or into the pool and spa yard if
equipment or power fails
 If the system has chemical feed pumps, be wired so they cannot operate unless there
is adequate return flow to properly disburse the chemical in the pool or spa and be
regulated to ensure constant feed with varying supply or back pressure
*This is not a new rule for our area! We have repeat failures with chlorine with the
same pools/spas and it is because their system is not working. These must be
repaired or replaced or a permit will not be issued!

Hand
Distribution
of Chemicals

 Hand distribution of disinfectant chemicals, chemicals used to
adjust pH, or algaecides is prohibited when users are in the
pool/ spa
 Before users reenter the pool/spa following hand distribution of
disinfectant chemicals, chemicals used to adjust pH, or
algaecides the following shall apply:
 disinfectant levels and pH shall be tested
 the tests shall be performed 30 minutes after hand
distribution
 no one may reenter the pool/spa until the disinfectant
levels and pH are checked and are found to be within the
required range for disinfectant level and pH

***DO NOT PUT CHEMICALS IN THE SKIMMERS***

Water Quality
& Testing
Arm must go in water to your elbow!

Water
Clarity
Standards

• Open season water quality- 8” black/Secchi disk is visible at the
deepest part of the pool/spa
• Off season/Closed water quality- 8” black/Secchi disk is visible
at the deepest part of the pool/spa (IT IS THE SAME RULE AS
WHEN IT IS OPEN!)

In order to maintain appropriate water clarity and chemical levels, the maximum bather
load/user capacity must not be exceeded:

Water
Quality
& Maximum
User
Capacity

Pool and Spa

Shallow or Wading Deep Area (Not
Areas
Including the
Less than 5ft
Diving Area)

Diving Area (Per
Each Diving
Board)

Pools with
Minimum Deck
Area

15 sq. ft. per user

20 sq. ft. per user

300 sq. ft.

Pools with Deck
12 sq. ft. per user
Area Equal to
Water Surface Area

15 sq. ft. per user

300 sq. ft.

Pools with Deck
8 sq. ft. per user 1
Area at Least Twice
Water Surface Area

10 sq. ft. per user

300 sq. ft.

Maximum Number
of Users in Spas,
Wade Pools, and
Wade Pools with
PIWFs

NA

NA

8 sq. ft. per user

Water Quality
& Actual Water
Level

• In order to maintain appropriate water clarity and chemical levels, the
actual water level at pools and spas must be maintained within the design
operating water level range of the rim, gutter, or skimmer system to meet
the required Turnover Rate (other factors include equipment function)
• When the water level is below the operating water level range of the
pool or spa rim, gutter, or skimmer system, the pool or spa shall be
closed

***Pools/Spas replacing equipment must reach as close to the newest rule’s turnover as possible keeping in mind the
limitations of the drain size and plumbing under the pool/spa***

Water
Quality &
Turnover
Rates

• In order to maintain appropriate water clarity and chemical levels to
effectively kill bacteria, viruses, parasites, and algae, your pool/spa MUST
meet the required Turnover Rate
• Pools/Spas that do not meet their required Turnover rate will not be opened
and will be closed anytime they are found throughout the season
• The calculation for turnover rate can be found towards the end of this
training in the Math Section

Water
Quality &
Required
Chemical
Levels

Disinfectant
Level

Minimum

Ideal

Maximum

Pool Free Available
Chlorine

1.0 ppm

2.0 – 3.0 ppm

8.0 ppm

Pool Free Available
Chlorine

2.0 ppm

3.0 ppm

8.0 ppm

Pool Bromine

3.0 ppm

4.0 – 6.0 ppm

10.0 ppm

Spa Bromine

4.0 ppm

5.0 ppm

10.0 ppm

Combined Chlorine

None

None

0.4 ppm

pH

Not less than 7.0

7.2 – 7.6

7.8

Cyanuric Acid

None

30 – 50 ppm

100 ppm

ORP

600 mV

650 – 750 mV

900 mV

Alkalinity

60 ppm

60 ppm – 180
ppm ˃

˃180 ppm

Calcium Hardness in
Pools

150 ppm ˃

˃150 – 400 ppm

1000 ppm

Calcium Hardness in
Spas

100 ppm 1

150 – 400 ppm

800 ppm

Algae

None

None

None

Disinfectant
Testing
Frequency

Disinfectant (Chlorine or Bromine):
 Class A & Class B- every 2 hours that the pool/spa is in use or 1x
a day if it is on an automated system
 Class C with an on-site pool manager- 3x a day
 Class C with NO on-site pool manager- 1x a day or as often as
necessary to ensure proper levels (if you do not have an
automated system, then you will be checking it more than 1x a
day!)
Pool Logs must be kept for 2 years
**MUST BE RECORDED IN YOUR POOL LOG BOOK**

pH
Testing
Frequency

pH:
 Class A & Class B- every 2 hours that the pool/spa is in use or 1x
a day if it is on an automated system

 Class C with an on-site pool manager- 3x a day
 Class C with NO on-site pool manager- 1x a day or as often as
necessary to ensure proper levels (if you do not have an
automated system, then you will be checking it more than 1x a
day!)
**MUST BE RECORDED IN YOUR POOL LOG BOOK**
Pool Logs must be kept for 2 years

Oxidation Reduction Potential (ORP) readings shall be
recorded at the same time disinfectant and pH tests are
performed (ONLY IF YOU HAVE A METER)

ORP
Testing
Frequency

**MUST BE RECORDED IN YOUR POOL LOG BOOK**
Pool Logs must be kept for 2 years

A meter for ORP is not currently required

Example

CYA
&
Testing Frequency

 Cyanuric acid (CYA/stabilizer) must be tested 1x per week
 Whenever CYA exceeds 100 ppm, sanitizer level must be raised to 2.0
ppm free available chlorine and maintained at that level until the
cyanuric acid level drops to less than 100 ppm
 Sanitizer level, pH, and cyanuric acid levels must be measured
once a day until the cyanuric acid level drops below 100 ppm
 Pool or spa must remain closed until the CYA drops below 80 ppm
(Wichita Falls and surrounding cities)
**MUST BE RECORDED IN YOUR POOL LOG BOOK**
Pool Logs must be kept for 2 years
***Cyanuric acid shall not be used in any indoor pool or spa or indoor
and outdoor therapy pools***

Alkalinity, Calcium Hardness,
& Water Balance Calculation
Testing Frequency

Alkalinity, Calcium Hardness, and Water Balance (Saturation
Index) Calculation must be tested and conducted once every 30
days to ensure proper water quality
**MUST BE RECORDED IN YOUR POOL LOG BOOK**
Pool Logs must be kept for 2 years

SAMPLE
POOL
LOG

WEEKLY
TEST

DAILY TESTS
Free
Chlorine
Date (ppm)

pH

ORP
(mV)

CYA
Flow (if more
(GPM) 100ppm)

5/1/22

5

7.4

N/A

60

5/2/22

2

7.4

N/A

60

5/3/22

5

7.4

N/A

55

5/4/22

4

7.4

N/A

60

5/5/22

3

7.4

N/A

60

5/6/22

2

7.4

N/A

60

5/7/22

1

7.6

N/A

60

5/8/22
5/9/22

7
6

7.6
7.6

N/A
N/A

60
60

5/10/22

5

7.6

N/A

60

5/11/22

4

7.6

N/A

60

5/12/22

3

7.6

N/A

60

CYA
(if less
100ppm)
80

MONTHLY TESTS

CHEMICALS
ADDED

MAINTENANCE & NOTES

Calcium
Quantity Quantity
Alkalinity Hardness Chemical
Of
Other
Back- Vacuum
(ppm)
(ppm)
Balance Chlorine Chemicals wash or Brush
90

300

Notes

-0.1
1 lb
clarifier

yes

yes

over 100

yes
yes

yes
yes

CLOSED POOL/Drained 25%
POOL CLOSED/Drained 25%

over 100

yes

yes

POOL CLOSED/Drained 25%

2 lb
over 100

80

OPENED POOL

Equipment

Shall be designed and
fabricated to drain the
water from the
equipment, together
with exposed face
piping, by removal of
drain plugs,
manipulating valves, or
by other methods
(Drainage shall be in
accordance with
manufacturer’s
specifications)

NSF
Standard
50

Equipment for a pool or spa such as pumps, filters,
skimmers, chemical feeders, and any other
equipment must met NSF Standard 50
(except Suction Outlets and Return Inlets for Pools and Spas because they
have to meet a different standard)
**Purchase of the NSF standards is not necessary. All equipment and chemicals that have met
NSF Standard 50 and NSF 61 can be found on the NSF sites:
• https://info.nsf.org/Certified/Pools/
• https://info.nsf.org/Certified/PwsComponents/index.asp?standard=061
• https://info.nsf.org/Certified/PwsComponents/index.asp?standard=061.

Circulation
System
**Written
operation &
maintenance
instructions for the
circulation system
are now required to
be on-site**

• Circulation systems shall circulate treated and filtered water
for 24 hours a day unless the recirculation rate is reduced
below the minimum required design values when the pool is
unoccupied
• The system flowrate shall not be reduced more than 25% lower
than the minimum design requirements and may be reduced
only when the pool is unoccupied
• Off season circulation system operation- when an outdoor pool
or spa is not in use for an extended period of time (such as off
season), clarity shall be maintained. Circulation rates shall be
permitted to be reduced provided that acceptable water clarity
is maintained (8” black/Secchi disk is visible at the deepest part
of the pool/spa)

Piping

•

Piping subject to damage by freezing shall have a uniform
slope in one direction and shall be equipped with valves for
drainage or shall be capable of being evacuated to remove
water

•

Pool or spa piping shall be adequately supported and
designed to prevent entrapment of air, water, or dirt

•

Provision shall be made for expansion or contraction of pipes

•

All piping in aquatic facilities shall be labeled to identify the
pipe function and direction of flow

Pumps

**A pump for a pool or spa shall not be operated if the owner or
operator of the pool or spa knows or should know in the exercise of
ordinary care that the drain grate, suction outlet, or any suction
outlet cover is missing, broken or loose. If such a condition exists,
the pool or spa shall be closed immediately and remain closed until
a proper repair or replacement has been made**
 The pump design, construction and installation of the pump and
component parts shall be installed according to manufacturer’s
instructions

 The pump shall be capable of providing the flow required for filtering
the pool or spa water and filter cleaning, if applicable, against the
total dynamic head developed by the complete system
 A cleanable strainer, skimmer basket, or screen shall be provided for
pools and spas, upstream or as an integral part of circulation pumps,
to remove solids, debris, hair, and lint on pressure filter systems

Pumps
Continued

 Pumps and motors shall be accessible for inspection and service in
accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications
 Isolation valves (also known as shutoff valves) shall be installed on the
suction side and discharge sides of pumps that are below the
waterline. Such valves shall be accessible to service personnel
 Motors shall comply with UL 1004-I, UL 1081, CSA C22.2 No. 108 or
the relevant motor requirements of UL 1563 or CSA C22.2 No. 218.1,
and Department of Energy minimum energy efficiency ratings as
applicable
 Pump motors shall be capable of operating the pump under full load
with a voltage variation of plus or minus 10% from the nameplate
rating. Motors shall have thermal or current overload protection,
either built in or in the line starter, to provide locked rotor and
running protection

All
Filters

 Filters shall use the appropriate filter media within size specifications
as recommended by the filter manufacturer and NSF/ANSI 50
 Filters shall have a flow rating equal to or greater than the design
flow rate of the circulation system

 Filters shall be designed and installed so that filtration surfaces can
be inspected and serviced
 Pools and spa filters shall be provided with a readily observable free
fall or sight glass installed on the waste discharge line in order that
the filter washing progress may be observed (Sight glasses must be
readily removable for cleaning)
 Filter and separation tank instructions. Filters and separation tanks
for pools and spas shall have operation and maintenance instructions
permanently installed on the filter or separation tank

Pressure Filters
(99% of filters)

 For pressure-type filters a means shall be provided to allow the
release of internal pressure:
 One or more lids that provide a slow, safe release of pressure as part
of the design and shall have a manual air release in addition to an
automatic release (The Health District does NOT test these)
 The following statement shall be posted in letters at least 1/2 inch in
height, in a conspicuous location, and within the areas of the air
release: “DO NOT START THE SYSTEM AFTER MAINTENANCE
WITHOUT FIRST PROPERLY REASSEMBLING THE FILTER AND
SEPARATION TANK AND OPENING ALL AIR RELEASE VALVES”
A separation tank used in conjunction with a
pressure filter tank, shall have a manual
method of air release or a lid that provides for
a slow, safe release of pressure as it is opened
(The Health District does NOT test these)

Backwashing

• Pool/spa filters designed to be backwashed shall be backwashed and
maintained according to manufacturer’s instructions
• No direct mechanical (hard) connection shall be made between the pool or
spa, the drains, the chemical treatment equipment, or the system of
piping and the sanitary sewer system, septic system, or other wastewater
disposal system
• Backwash water and draining water shall be discharged through an air gap
formed by positioning the discharge pipe opening at least two pipe
diameters above the overflow level of any barriers that could cause
flooding and submergence of the discharge opening or by other means in
accordance with TCEQ requirements (Splash screening barriers are permitted as long as
the barriers do not destroy air gap effectiveness)

Backwashing should be done
about once a week until the
water in the sight glass is clear

Heaters

All pool/spa heaters with an input of 200,000 British thermal units (btu) or more
shall be registered and installed in accordance with the requirements of TDLR &
have a means to monitor water temp. and to prevent public access to controls
Post January 1, 2021 and pre-existing pools/spas replacing heaters:
• Installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications and the International
Fuel Gas Code, International Mechanical Code, International Energy Conservation
Code, and NFPA 70 (NEC) [Except solar thermal water heaters]
• Electric power to heaters controlled by a readily accessible on-off switch that is an
integral part of the heater, mounted on the exterior of the heater or external to and
within 3 ft of the heater:
•

Operation of the switch shall not change the setting of the heater thermostat and
separate circuit breaker for the power to the heater

• Heaters and hot water storage tanks shall be listed and labeled in accordance with:

Heaters
Continued

Post January 1, 2021 and pre-existing pools/spas replacing heaters:
• Water flow through the heater bypass piping, back siphonage protection, and the
use of heat sinks shall be in accordance with the heater manufacturer’s
specifications (Where required by the manufacturer, heaters shall be installed with
an automatic device that will ensure that the pump continues to run after the
heater shuts off for the time period specified by the manufacturer)
• Gas fired heaters shall not be equipped with continuously burning ignition pilots
• Solar thermal water heaters shall be installed in accordance with the International
Mechanical Code. Solar thermal collectors and panels shall be listed and labeled in
accordance with ICC 901/SRCC 100 or ICC 900/SRCC 300. Collectors and panels shall
be permanently marked in a post installation readily viewable location with
manufacturer’s name, model number, and serial number
• Outdoor heated pools and outdoor permanent spas need a vapor retardant cover or
other vapor-retardant means that is as effective as a cover. (If more than 70% of the
energy for heating, computed over an operating season, is from a heat pump or
solar energy source, covers or other vapor-retardant means not be required)

Heaters
SPAS ONLY

Water temperature regulating controls shall be listed and
labeled as in compliance with UL-873 or UL 372. A means shall be
provided to indicate the water temperature in the spa
OR
Water temperature regulating controls that are integral to the
heating appliance and listed in accordance with the end use
appliance standard shall be considered in compliance with this
subsection
Water temperature at the heater outlets shall not exceed 140⁰F
HOWEVER

The maximum water temperature of a spa shall not exceed
104⁰F

Vacuum
&
Pressure
Gages

Pressure gauges are very important and can tell you when to backwash,
when the filter or strainer needs cleaning, or even if the main drain is
clogging up. The following gauges are required:
• Pump suction (vacuum or combination vacuum/pressure) gauge installed
according to manufacturer’s instructions and located on the suction side of
the pump
• Filter inlet pressure gauge installed at the point of greatest pressure
• Filter outlet gauge
Filter outlet
pressure gauge

Filter inlet
pressure gauge
Vacuum or combination
vacuum/pressure Gauge

Vacuum
&
Pressure
Gages

Pressure gauges are very important and can tell you when to backwash,
when the filter or strainer needs cleaning, or even if the main drain is
clogging up. The following gauges are required:
• Pump suction (vacuum or combination vacuum/pressure) gauge installed
according to manufacturer’s instructions and located on the suction side of
the pump
• Filter inlet pressure gauge installed at the point of greatest pressure
• Filter outlet gauge
Filter outlet
pressure gauge

This is a bonus
gauge that is
not required

Filter inlet
pressure gauge
Vacuum or combination
vacuum/pressure Gauge

Flow
Meter

 A flow measuring device for pools and spas certified, listed and
labeled to NSF Standard 50, NSF Standard 60, or NSF Standard
61 located to show the rate of flow through (AFTER) the filter
 The flow rate measuring device shall indicate GPM and shall be
selected and installed to be accurate within plus or minus 10
percent of actual flow

 The flow rate through a fitting, cover, or grate shall not exceed
the approved flow rate for that fitting, cover, or grate when one
suction fitting in a suction outlet system is blocked
 Flow meter installed for clearance up stream and downstream
per manufacturer instructions (this means the pipe length
before the flow meter and the pipe length after the flow meter)
 With a flow meter you can find Flow Rate and calculate the
Turnover Rate with the total number of gallons in your pool/spa

Look on your spare main drain cover that we recommend you have for verification purposes (if
you do not have one and do not have a way to prove the ratings, then you can NOT be open):

Flow Rate &
Main Drains
Now we will make sure
that our main drain
covers are rated
correctly for our flow
rate

•
•

If your drain covers are installed on the floor, then look at the GPM next to “floor”
If your drain covers are installed on the wall, then look at the GPM next to “wall”

If the GPM on your drain cover is LOWER than the GPM on your Flow Meter, then
you must close immediately and replace them with a higher rated GPM cover/s!
If the GPM on your drain cover is HIGHER than the GPM on your Flow Meter, then
you are in good shape!

Suction Outlets
& Return Inlets
(Another great reason why we have rules!)

Suction
Entrapment
Hazards

• HAIR ENTRAPMENT IS THE MOST COMMON AND MOST DEADLY
• LIMB ENTRAPMENT OCCURS WHEN THE COVER IS MISSING OR
BROKEN AND A LIMB IS HELD WITHIN THE PLUMBING DUE TO
SUCTION
• BODY ENTRAPMENT OCCURS WHEN THE BODY IS HELD AGAINST
THE SUCTION OUTLET AND FORMS A SEAL OVER THE DRAIN
• EVISCERATION/DISEMBOWELMENT OCCURS WHEN A PERSONS
BUTTOCK AREA SEALS THE SUCTION OUTLET CAUSING THE RECTUM
TO BURST AND INTERNAL VISCERA TO BE WITHDRAWN FROM THE
BODY
• MECHANICAL ENTRAPMENT OCCURS WHEN SOMETHING ATTACHED
TO THE BATHER TANGLES WITH THE STRUCTURE BELOW THE WATER

Virginia Graeme
Baker Act
Federal Law For
Main Drain
Covers

• On December 19, 2008 the Federal Virginia Graeme Baker Pool
and Spa Safety Act (VGBA) became effective. The VGBA
requires all pool drain covers manufactured or sold in the
United States to comply with new entrapment standards.

• VGBA also requires owners of all new and existing public
swimming pool and spa suction outlet systems to install safety
equipment, including ASME/ANSI A112.19.8 certified suction
outlets and covers, designed to prevent entrapment.
ANSI/PHTA/ICC-7 2020 American National Standard for Suction Entrapment
Avoidance in Swimming Pools

Virginia Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act

Suction Outlet
Systems

 Fully submerged suction outlets are not required (surface skimming or overflow
systems shall be designed and permitted to provide 100% of the circulation flow
rate when main drains are not installed)
 A suction outlet system designed to protect against suction entrapment,
evisceration, and hair entanglement or entrapment hazards in accordance with
ANSI/APSP-16, American National Standard for Suction Entrapment Avoidance
in Swimming Pools, Wading Pools, Spas, Hot Tubs and Catch Basins
 Field fabricated suction outlet covers, or grates, sump, fasteners, and assemblies
designed and certified by a licensed engineer as conforming to ANSI/APSP-16
 A wading pool or any pool having a depth of 24 in or less that does NOT contain
a PIWF and is constructed or renovated on or after January 1, 2021 SHALL NOT
have fully submerged suction outlets. Skimmers or overflow gutters shall be
installed and shall accommodate 100% of the circulation system flow rate
 A wading pool or any pool having a depth of 24 in or less containing a PIWF and
is constructed on or after January 1, 2021 may install two or more suction outlets
OR a single unblockable suction outlet

 If the cover or grate on a suction outlet including a vacuum outlet
is missing, broken, or loose, the pool or spa must be closed
immediately and shall remain closed until a proper repair is made
or a replacement is installed

Dual/Multi
Main Drains
Greater than 3ft apart

• The distance between dual/multi suction outlets, as measured from
center to center of the suction outlet cover or grate, must be
GREATER THAN 3ft apart!
• The flow rate through a fitting, cover, or grate shall not exceed the
approved flow rate for that fitting, cover, or grate when one suction
fitting in a suction outlet system is blocked (this means that EACH
cover GPM must be rated for HIGHER than your Flow Rate when
your system is running at peak efficiency)
• No means of isolating suction outlets is permitted that could allow
one suction outlet to serve as the sole source of water to a pump (A
single pipe to a pump suction inlet that serves two or more suction outlets
may have a valve to shut off the flow to the pump)

• If dual main drains are LESS THAN than 3 feet apart they are
considered a single main drain and a safety device must be installed
(see next slide)

Single Main Drain

&
Dual/Multi Main
Drains that are
LESS THAN 3ft
Apart

• Single Main Drains and Dual/Multi Drains that are LESS THAN 3ft apart must
have a SVRS or APSS (Post-99 should NOT have single main drains)

• SVRS or APSS devices certified to ASME/ANSI A112.19.17, ASTM F 2387 or any
successor standards recognized by the U.S. Consumer Product Commission
• For substantially varying environmental conditions, including freezing
temperatures, extreme heat, salt spray and humidity, the suitability of a SVRS or
APSS must be confirmed with the manufacturer prior to installation and use
• Licensed engineers or certified installers shall confirm suitability with the SVRS or
APSS manufacturer prior to installation and use and that the SVRS or APSS is not
being installed in an incompatible configuration such as with the use of check
valves, hydrostatic relief valves, skimmers, solar systems, elevated or submerged
pump suction, multilevel bodies of water, water features, or two or more suction
outlets
• SVRS and APSS devices shall be operated, tested, and maintained according to
manufacturer’s instructions. Testing and maintenance records or logs for the SVRS
or APSS shall be maintained on-site for 2 years

Skimmer
Systems

Surface skimming system required (except for wave action, activity, catch, slide runout, and vortex pools and
leisure rivers if they are planned and designed by a licensed engineer):

•

Surface skimming systems shall be listed/labeled in accordance with NSF 50

• Surface skimming systems shall be designed and constructed to create a skimming
action on the pool water surface when the water level in the pool is within operational
parameters (this means the water level MUST be up to the skimmers!)

• Skimming systems designed to maintain effective skimming action throughout the
pool/spa and to handle 100% of the water flow through the surface skimmers
• In pools, one skimmer shall be provided for every 500 square feet of pool surface area or
fraction thereof OR perimeter gutter coverage of at least 50% of the pool perimeter
• In spas, one skimmer shall be provided for every 150 square feet of spa surface area or
fraction thereof OR perimeter gutter coverage of at least 50% of the pool perimeter

DO NOT PUT CHEMICALS
DIRECTLY INTO THE
SKIMMERS!!!!

• Skimmer covers installed according to manufacture instructions and, if located on a
walking surface, securely seated, slip-resistant, of sufficient strength to withstand
normal use, and not constitute a tripping hazard

Return Inlet
System

A pool or spa constructed or renovated on or after January 1,
2021 shall have return fittings that are provided and arranged
to facilitate a uniform circulation of water and maintain a
uniform sanitizer residual and pH throughout the entire pool
and spa:
 A pool shall be provided with a minimum of one return inlet for
every 300 sq.ft. of pool surface area, or fraction thereof
 A spa shall have a minimum of one return inlet for every 150
sq.ft. of surface area with a minimum of 2 inlets per spa
 Floor inlets shall be flush with the floor of the pool or spa
 Return inlets shall be designed to not constitute a hazard to the
user
 Wall return inlets must not project more than 1 in. beyond the
pool or spa wall surface and must be submerged at least 12 in.
below the design water level

Spa Specific

Spa Emergency
Shut-off Switch

An emergency shutoff switch provided to
disconnect power to circulation and jet system
pumps and air blowers in a spa
Emergency switches shall be accessible to
users, located within sight of the spa 5-10 ft
from the inside walls of the spa
“EMERGENCY SPA SHUT-OFF” with 2-inch
letters with distinct border (must be 2-inch
letters with a distinct border by 2023 Permit;
Previous rule was 1-inch) required at the Emergency
Shut-off switch

Spa Timer
&
Thermometer

15 Minute Timer required!
 Spa timer operates blower and booster pump
 Shuts off automatically after 15 minutes or
manually when turned to the off position
Break-resistant thermometer required!
 Plus or minus 1- degree Fahrenheit tolerance that
is designed for use in a spa environment available
for patrons and staff to monitor spa temperature
 Water temperature must not exceed 104℉!!!

Pool/Spa Interior
(Inside the Pool/Spa)

Interior
Colors/Finishes
& Hazards

• The colors, patterns, or finishes of a pool or spa interior shall not obscure
the existence or presence of objects or surfaces within the pool or spa

• Pre-January 1, 2021: 8-inch black disk or Secchi disk on the pool or spa
floor at the deepest point of the pool or spa can be clearly and immediately
seen by an observer standing on the deck at a point closest to the disk
• Post-January 1, 2021 AND for pools and spas that are replastered or have
the pool/spa interior surface refinished: interior surfaces and finishes shall
be at least 6.5 on the Munsell color value scale
• Surfaces must be smooth and easily cleanable while remaining slipresistant
• Materials that come into contact with swimmers must not pose a cutting,
pinching, or other means to cause injury

• Must be free of entrapment and entanglement hazards at all times
• Food, beverages, glass, and animals are prohibited from entering inside the
pool/spa

Earth
Material

Earth is not be permitted as an interior finish in a pool or spa.
Clean sand or similar material may be used, if used in a beach
environment, only if the following is met:
• shall only be used over an impervious surface
• shall be designed to perform in such an environment

• shall be controlled so as not to adversely affect the proper
circulation, filtration, treatment system, maintenance, safety,
sanitation, and operation of the pool or spa
• When sand or similar material is used, positive up flow
circulation through the sand shall be provided as necessary to
ensure sanitary conditions are maintained at all times

Transition
Line
(Class B & Class C)

The transition point of the pool floor from the shallow
area to the deep area of the pool shall be visually set
apart with a 4-inch minimum width row of floor tile or
other permanent method using a color contrasting with
the bottom:
PAINT IS NOT PERMANENT:
• If the paint is in bad condition, then it MUST be
replaced with a permanent method before receiving a
permit to open in 2022
• If the paint is in good condition, then it must be
replaced with permanent method by 2023 Permit or
the pool/spa will not be permitted to open

 This applies to 1” solid/broken lines, depth
markers, and no diving markers as well!

Solid or
Broken
1-inch Stripe

Horizontal solid or broken stripe at least 1-inch wide on the
top surface along the front leading edge that is plainly visible
to persons on the deck and is in a color contrasting the
background on which it is applied [the color shall be
permanent (see transition line slide on paint) in nature and shall be
slip-resistant] located on:
• Pre- and Post- Underwater Steps
• Post-99 AND refinished/repaired Underwater Seats or Benches
(everyone should have refinished or repaired parts of their pool between 1999 and now)

• Post-99 AND refinished/repaired Water lounges
(everyone should have refinished or repaired parts of their pool between 1999 and now)

• Post-21 AND refinished/repaired Underwater Toe Ledges

Interior
Depth Markers

Post-99 AND refinished/repaired Depth Markers:
• Permanent and may consist of metal tiles or letters, ceramic
tiles, or engraved concrete with letters/numbers filled with
Lithichrome enamel paint or filled with an equivalent paint
(see transition line slide on paint)
• The numbers and (Post-21 & replaced markers: letters as
well) shall be not less than 4-in in height
• Clearly marked in a color contrasting to the background on
which they are applied
• Located on the vertical wall of the pool positioned in the top 41/2 inches of the pool wall just under the coping and be
positioned to be read by a user while in the pool at: the
minimum and maximum water depths; on both sides and at
each end of the pool; and at all points of slope change

Interior
Depth Markers
Continued

• Depth markers shall be installed at water depth increments not to
exceed 2 ft and shall be spaced at intervals not to exceed 25 ft and
shall comply with the following:
• Depth markers shall have units of measurement that either spell
out “feet” or “inches” or abbreviate “FT,” “IN,” or fractions of a
foot
• Depth markers may also use units of measurement in meters.
The depth markers must be spelled out in “meters” or
abbreviated as “M”
• Depth markers shall indicate the actual pool depth within ± 3
inches at normal operating water level where measured 3 feet
from the pool wall or at the tangent point where the cove radius
meets the floor, whichever is deeper
• Spas: must have at least two depth markers regardless of spa size
and shape

Handholds

• Required for water depth greater than
42 inches deep without underwater
seats and benches
• Located within 12 inches above water
line
• Located within 4 feet apart
• Deck/coping may count!!

Underwater
Lighting

When a pool or spa is open for use during periods of low natural
illumination, pools and spas shall provide artificial lighting. At a minimum
artificial lighting shall be provided 30 minutes before sunrise and 30
minutes after sunset or until the pool is closed, whichever is later:

• Lighting shall be provided to illuminate all areas of the pool and spa,
including all suction outlets on the bottom of the pool or spa such that the
suction outlets shall be visible and that the pool water is transparent and
free from cloudiness
• Illumination shall be sufficient to enable a lifeguard or other persons
standing on the deck or sitting on a lifeguard stand adjacent to the pool
edge to determine if a pool user is lying on the bottom of the pool or spa
• Eight-inch diameter black disk or Secchi disk is placed at the bottom of the
pool in the deepest point, it shall be visible from the edge of the pool deck
at all times when artificial lighting is illuminated

Post-January 1, 2021:

Underwater
Lighting
Continued

• Outdoor pools- not less than 10 horizontal foot-candles (10 lumens per square
foot or 108 lux) at the pool water surface

• Indoor pools- not less than 30 horizontal foot-candles (30 lumens per square
foot or 323 lux) at the pool water surface
• Underwater lighting shall provide not less than 8 horizontal foot-candles (8
lumens per square foot or 86 lux) at the pool water surface area. Where fixtures
and lamps are rated in watts, not less than a total wattage of 1/2 watt/ft2 of
pool water surface for incandescent underwater lighting is required
• Where outdoor pools and spas are open for use from 30 minutes before sunset
to 30 minutes after sunrise, or during periods of low illumination, underwater
lighting may be excluded where:
• maintained illumination surface lighting levels are a minimum of 15
horizontal foot-candles (15 lumens per square foot or 161 lux); and

• all portions of the pool, including the bottom and suction outlets, are
readily visible without glare

Post-January 1, 2021 continued:

Underwater
Lighting
Continued

• Pools, spas, and pool yards that operate during periods of low illumination shall
be provided with emergency lighting that will automatically turn on to permit
evacuation of the pool and securing of the area in the event of power failure
• Emergency lighting facilities shall be arranged to provide initial illumination
that is not less than 0.1 foot-candle (0.1 lumen per square foot or 1 lux)
measure at any point on the water surface and at any point on the walking
surface of the deck, and not less than an average of 1 foot-candle (1 lumen per
square foot or 11 lux)
• At the end of the emergency lighting time duration, the illumination level shall
be not less than 0.06 foot-candle (0.06 lumen per square foot or 0.65 lux)
measured at any point on the water surface and at any point on the walking
surface of the deck, and not less than an average of 0.6 foot-candle (0.6 lumen
per square foot or 6.46 lux)
• A maximum-to-minimum illumination uniformity ratio of 40 to 1 shall not be
exceeded
• Where security lighting is provided, it shall be sufficient to illuminate the pool at all
times during periods of low illumination or when the pool or spa is closed. Security
lighting may be overhead lighting, underwater lighting, or a combination of both

Entries & Exits

Entries & Exits
Number & Location

A minimum of 2 entries/exits are required for pools:
 Located at each end of a pool
 Located on either end of the deep end if it is greater than
30 ft wide
 Post-21 located no further than 82 ft apart in the deep end
 Wave, Activity, Catch, Vortex, and Surf Pools, Leisure
Rivers, and Pools with Public Interactive Water Features
locations are determined by an engineer
 Slip-resistant
A minimum of 1 entry/exit is required for spas
 Slip-resistant

Ladders

Ladders in pools and spas shall comply with the following:

 Two handrails shall be provided for each ladder, one on each side of
the ladder with a clear distance between ladder handrails of not less
than 17 inches and not greater than 24 inches
 Ladder treads shall have a uniform horizontal depth of not less than
1.5 inches (Post-21 = not less than 2 inches) and be slip-resistant
 There shall be a uniform distance between ladder treads not less than
7 inches and not greater than 12 inches

 The top tread of a ladder shall be located not greater than 12 inches
below the top of the deck or coping
 Wall clearance between the pool or spa wall and the ladder shall be
not less than 3-in and not greater than 6-in (subject to change)

Underwater
Steps

Steps in pools and spas shall comply with the following:
 Post-99/where provided/remodeled: Handrails, if removable, shall be
installed in such a way that they cannot be removed without the use of tools
 Post-99/where provided/remodeled: Handrail top of the gripping surface of
handrails shall be 34-38 inches above the ramp or step surface as measured
at the nosing of the step or finished surface of the slope
 Post-99/where provided/remodeled: Handrail leading edge of handrails for
stairs, pool entries and exits shall be located not greater than 18 inches from
the vertical face of the bottom riser
 Post-99/where provided/remodeled: Handrail outside diameter or width of
handrails shall be not less than 1-1/4 inches and not greater than 2 inches
 Post-January 1, 2021: Handrails for use by persons with disabilities shall
comply with applicable federal, state and local requirements for access by
persons with disabilities

Post-January 1, 2021:

Underwater
Steps
Continued

 Step treads shall not be less than 24 inches at the leading edge. Each
tread shall have an unobstructed surface area of not less than 240
square inches and an unobstructed horizontal depth of not less than
10 inches at the centerline
 Step risers, except for the bottom riser, shall have a uniform height of
not greater than 12 inches measured at the centerline. The bottom
riser height tapers to the floor and may vary due to potential cross
slopes with the pool or spa floor but may not exceed the maximum
allowable riser height
 The vertical distance from the pool coping, deck, or step surface to
the uppermost tread shall not be greater than 12 inches
(the gutter may serve as a step if the gutter has a grating or cover and conforms to all
construction and dimensional requirements)

 Where stairs in water depths greater than 48 inches, the lowest tread
shall not be less than 48 inches below the deck and shall be recessed
in the pool wall

Recessed
Treads

Post-January 1, 2021:
 Recessed treads shall have a minimum depth of not less
than 5 inches and a width of not less than 12 inches
 The vertical distance between the pool coping edge, deck
or step surface and the uppermost recessed tread shall not
be greater than 12 inches
 Recessed treads at the centerline shall have a uniform
vertical spacing of not less than 7 inches and not more
than 12 inches
 Recessed tread shall be designed to be slip-resistant, easily
cleaned, and to drain into the pool or spa

Swimouts

Post-January 1, 2021:

 The horizontal surface shall be unobstructed and have
a horizontal depth of not less than 11 inches
 Each tread shall have an unobstructed surface area of
not less than 240 square inches
 Where a swimout is used as an entry/exit, it shall be
provided with a step that meets stair requirements in
slides 81 & 82

Beach
Entries

Post-January 1, 2021 For purposes of this, beach entries, zerodepth entries, and sloping entries will be referred to as beach
entries. Beach entries in pools that are not wave pools, surf
pools, leisure rivers, vortex pools, activity pools, or PIWF:

 The slope of beach entries used as a pool entry shall not exceed
1:12
 Where benches are used in conjunction with beach entries, the
vertical riser height shall not exceed 12 inches
 Where steps are used in conjunction with beach entries, the
steps must comply with steps slides

 Trench drains shall be used along beach entries at the waterline
to facilitate surface skimming and may be flat or follow the
slope of the entry

Specialty
Pools

Entry/exits in aquatic recreation facility pools such as wave pools, surf
pools, catch pools, leisure rivers, vortex pools, activity pools, and public
interactive water features and fountains:
 Beach entry, zero-depth entry and sloping entries, and swimout entry/exit in specific
pools shall be slip-resistant to water depths of 18 inches and:
 the entry slope shall not exceed 1:12; and
 the vertical riser height of a bench used in conjunction with sloping entries shall
not exceed 12 inches
 Steps into the shallow end and recessed stairs shall be a uniform height of 9 inches,
except that the bottom riser shall be permitted to vary and:
 the vertical distance from the coping, deck, or step surface to the uppermost
tread shall not exceed 9 inches; and 1-inch line on steps slide
 Stairs in water depths over 48 inches shall have the lowest tread located at least 48
inches below the deck. Treads shall have an unobstructed horizontal depth of not less
than 11 inches and shall have an unobstructed surface area of not less than 240
square inches

Pool/Spa Exterior
(Outside the Pool/Spa)
Entrances and exits, including hand and grab rails, walkways, and decks, shall comply
with applicable requirements for access to aquatic recreation facilities for persons with
disabilities under federal, state, and local fair housing and disability access laws

• Decks, ramps, coping, and steps, markers, brand insignias shall
be slip-resistant

Deck
Materials

• Decks, other than concrete decks, shall be designed and
installed in accordance with good public health engineering
practices, and, when applicable, by a method required by a
local regulatory authority
• Wood, wood composite, and indoor or outdoor carpet decks
shall not be allowed as part of the deck widths below
• Artificial turfs must be designed for use at aquatic facilities,
waterproof, cleanable, and must not support biologic growth
• Post-January 1, 2021 and renovated- Loose plant material or
bedding, including planters, shall not be permitted on pool or
spa decks

Width for Pools/Spas:

Deck
Width

• Class A Pools/Spas- shall meet the standards of the appropriate sanctioning
body that regulates the type of competition to be held
• Class B Pools (Pre-September 1, 2004)- 4ft; 4ft around diving/3ft other
structures
• Class B Pools (Post-September 1, 2004)- 6ft; 4ft around diving/3ft other
structures
• Class B Spas (Pre-January 1, 2021)- 4ft surrounding at least 50% of spa
• Class C Pools (Pre- January 1, 2021)- 4ft; 4ft around diving/3ft other structures

• Class C Spas (Pre-January 1, 2021)- 4ft surrounding at least 50% of spa
• Class B & Class C Pools (Post-January 1, 2021)- 6ft; 4ft around diving/other
structures

• Class B & Class C Spas (Post-January 1, 2021)- 6ft surrounding at least 50% of
spa

Renovation or repair of decks shall be in accordance with the requirements of
new rules:

Deck
Renovations

• Concrete that is used as a deck material shall be installed in accordance with the
American Concrete Institute, ACI Standard 302.1R-15, “Guide for Concrete Floor
and Slab Construction”, or in accordance with the requirements established by
the licensed engineer, and in accordance with local building codes, as applicable
• Decks, other than concrete decks, shall be designed and installed in accordance
with good public health engineering practices, and, when applicable, by a
method required by a local regulatory authority. This includes the design and
quality of the subbase, deck material used, reinforcing, and joints
• A continuous and unobstructed circulation path shall be provided in
conformance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements for
an accessible route
• Wing walls or peninsulas with widths greater than 18 inches shall be considered
part of the pool or spa deck but cannot be accounted for in calculating the pool
perimeter

Renovation or repair of decks shall be in accordance with the requirements
of new rules continued:

Deck
Renovations
Continued

• Pool and spa decks shall be flush with the pool or spa walls or coping except
where special conditions exist, such as elevated beam or parapet, raised
transfer walls, or where otherwise permitted in this subchapter

• Drainage shall remove pool and spa splash water, deck cleaning water, and
rainwater without leaving standing water deeper than 1/8 inch, 20 minutes
after cessation of the addition of water to the deck
• The maximum gap between pool and spa decks and adjoining decks or
walkways, including joint material shall be not greater than 3/4 inch. The
difference in vertical elevation between the pool and spa deck and the
adjoining circulation path shall not be greater than 1/4 inch

• Step risers for decks at pools and spas shall be uniform and have a height
not less than 3-3/4 inches and not greater than 7-1/2 inches. The tread
distance from front to back shall be not less than 11 inches. Three or more
risers shall be provided with a handrail

Deck
Depth Markers

Post-99 AND refinished/repaired Depth Markers:
• Permanent and may consist of metal tiles or letters, ceramic tiles, or
engraved concrete with letters/numbers filled with Lithichrome
enamel paint or filled with an equivalent paint (see transition line
slide on paint)
• The numbers and (Post-21 & replaced markers: letters as well) shall
be not less than 4-in in height

• Clearly marked in a color contrasting to the background on which
they are applied and slip-resistant
• Located within 18” of water’s edge (Pre-99 within 24”) and be
positioned to be read by a user while facing the water: the minimum
and maximum water depths; on both sides and at each end of the
pool; and at all points of slope change
• Post-January 1, 2021 and renovated- not placed above
entries/exits

Deck
Depth
Markers
Continued

• Depth markers shall be installed at water depth increments not to
exceed 2 ft and shall be spaced at intervals not to exceed 25 ft and
shall comply with the following:
• Depth markers shall have units of measurement that either spell
out “feet” or “inches” or abbreviate “FT,” “IN,” or fractions of a
foot
• Depth markers may also use units of measurement in meters.
The depth markers must be spelled out in “meters” or
abbreviated as “M”
• Depth markers shall indicate the actual pool depth within ± 3
inches at normal operating water level where measured 3 feet
from the pool wall or at the tangent point where the cove radius
meets the floor, whichever is deeper
• Spas: must have at least two depth markers regardless of spa size
and shape

POOLS ONLY- warning words “NO DIVING” and the international symbol Markers:

No Diving
Markers

• Permanent and may consist of metal tiles or letters, ceramic tiles, or engraved
concrete with letters/numbers filled with Lithichrome enamel paint or filled with an
equivalent paint (see transition line slide on paint)
• The Clearly marked in a color contrasting to the background on which they are
applied, slip-resistant, and letters and symbol not less than 4-in in height
• Located within 18” of water’s edge (Pre-January 1, 2021 within 24”) and be
positioned to be read by a user while facing the water:
• placed at least every 25 feet or fraction thereof, around the pool where the
water depth is 5 feet or less
• At least two provided at the extreme ends of the minimum depth and at the
extreme ends of the maximum depth of 5 feet on each side of the pool or on
each of the longer dimensional sides of the pool
• Permanently affixed to permanent structures above the pool deck within 5 feet of
the water’s surface so that such warnings are visible to persons who may attempt to
use the structure for diving (the international no diving symbol and the warning are not required on
diving boards or diving platforms, ADA-compliant chair lifts, slide flumes, lifeguard stands, or bridges)

• Post-January 1, 2021 and renovated- not placed above entries/exits

Diving
Boards

 Must remain in good condition and able to carry the anticipated
load at all times or otherwise chained and locked until it can be
replaced or removed!
 Non-competitive must have a label with the minimum diving
water envelope, manufacturer’s name, address, and
identification, the date of manufacture, and the maximum
weight of the user (Post-January 1, 2021 must also have
equipment use instructions)
 Treads or steps slip-resistant and self-draining
 Pre-January 1, 2021: non-competitive diving stands high
than 21-inches, but less than 1 meter, measured from the
deck to the top of the butt-end of the board must have
steps or a ladder with handrails for the ladder
 Post-January 1, 2021: non-competitive diving stands high
than 21-inches, but less than 1 meter, measured from the
deck to the top of the butt-end of the board must have
steps or a ladder with handrails for the steps or the ladder

Starting
Platforms

 Post-January 1, 2021- starting platforms shall be located at a water depth of not
less than five feet or shall meet the requirements of the sanctioning authority
that provides accreditation of the pool for competitive events
 Pre-January 1, 2021 RENOVATED- starting platforms intended for nonsanctioned competitive swimming events shall be in water not less than 41/2 feet
 Starting platforms at all pools regardless of the date of construction shall
comply with the following requirements:
 Starting platforms in Class A pools shall be installed in accordance with the
appropriate sanctioning body that regulates the type of competition to be
held
 Starting platforms shall have slip-resistant tread surfaces
 Starting platforms shall be installed and secured per the manufacturer’s
instructions
 Starting platforms shall only be used during official competition or when
there is direct supervision by the team coach or other qualified instructor
 Starting platforms shall be removed or secured to prevent inadvertent
use when the use of the starting platforms is not directly supervised

Slides
& Other
Aquatic Play
Features

• A slide or other aquatic play feature, such as a climbing wall, floating amusement
island, zip line, or anchored floats, shall be installed according to manufacturer’s
instructions or in accordance with the licensed engineer’s specifications and be in
good condition or otherwise chained and locked until it can be replaced or removed
• Post-January 1, 2021 and new addition that is not a pre-manufactured slide or
aquatic play feature- planned and designed by a licensed engineer; steps shall not
infringe on the landing area of a drop slide
• Any feature that meets the definition of a “slide” in the Consumer Product Safety
Commission’s Safety Standard for Swimming Pool Slides as published in Title 16
Code of Federal Regulations, Part 1207, shall comply with those standards in
addition to Texas’ rules. Examples include, but not limited to:
• Slide must be in good condition and be able to handle anticipated load
• Slide steps must be slip-resistant
• Handrails must be provided for slide ladders
• Post-January 1, 2021- Instructional signs in pools and spas provided and inform
guests of specific instructions for the use of the ride. Instructional signs shall be
located along the queue approaching the ride dispatch area. Lettering shall be a
minimum of 1-inch in height. Signs for waterslides shall indicate riding instructions,
warnings, and requirements in accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommendations and be posted at the waterslide entry

Above Water
Lighting

When a pool or spa is open for use during periods of low natural
illumination, pools and spas shall provide artificial lighting. At a minimum
artificial lighting shall be provided 30 minutes before sunrise and 30
minutes after sunset or until the pool is closed, whichever is later

Post-January 1, 2021:
• Overhead or underwater lighting, or both, shall be provided to
illuminate the pool and deck areas. The lighting shall be listed and
labeled and shall be installed in accordance with the NFPA 70 and
the current NEC
• Any combination of overhead and underwater lighting may be used
to provide maintained illumination at the required lighting levels
deck area: Not less than 10 horizontal foot-candles (10 lumens per
square foot or 108 lux) at the walking surface of the deck

Post-January 1, 2021 continued:

Above Water
Lighting
Continued

• Pools, spas, and pool yards that operate during periods of low illumination shall
be provided with emergency lighting that will automatically turn on to permit
evacuation of the pool and securing of the area in the event of power failure
• Emergency lighting facilities shall be arranged to provide initial illumination
that is not less than 0.1 foot-candle (0.1 lumen per square foot or 1 lux)
measure at any point on the water surface and at any point on the walking
surface of the deck, and not less than an average of 1 foot-candle (1 lumen per
square foot or 11 lux)
• At the end of the emergency lighting time duration, the illumination level shall
be not less than 0.06 foot-candle (0.06 lumen per square foot or 0.65 lux)
measured at any point on the water surface and at any point on the walking
surface of the deck, and not less than an average of 0.6 foot-candle (0.6 lumen
per square foot or 6.46 lux)
• A maximum-to-minimum illumination uniformity ratio of 40 to 1 shall not be
exceeded
• Where security lighting is provided, it shall be sufficient to illuminate the pool at all
times during periods of low illumination or when the pool or spa is closed. Security
lighting may be overhead lighting, underwater lighting, or a combination of both

Food,
Beverages,
& Trash Cans

 Consumption of food and beverages in a pool or spa that is not
privately owned and operated is prohibited. Food and
beverages may be provided and consumed OUTSIDE of the
pool/spa on the deck away from the water’s edge
 Food and beverages shall be served only in non-breakable
containers. Glass containers shall not be allowed on a deck, in
the pool or spa, or anywhere within the pool/spa yard
 Covered trash containers shall be provided where food and
beverages are allowed or served

NO!

Animals

Domestic animals prohibited at pools and spas. Domestic animals and other pets shall
not be allowed within a pool or spa enclosure area or in the pool or spa except as
required by 28 CFR §36.302(c) and, if applicable, 24 CFR §100.204. Animals permitted
under 28 CFR §36.302(c) and 24 CFR §100.204 shall be allowed on the deck and within
the pool and spa yard, but not in the pool or spa:

• Service animal means any dog that is individually trained to do work or perform tasks
for the benefit of an individual with a disability, including a physical, sensory,
psychiatric, intellectual, or other mental disability. Other species of animals, whether
wild or domestic, trained or untrained, are not service animals for the purposes of
this definition
• A public entity shall make reasonable modifications in policies, practices, or
procedures to permit the use of a miniature horse by an individual with a
disability if the miniature horse has been individually trained to do work or
perform tasks for the benefit of the individual with a disability
• Service animals are NOT required to wear a vest or any other means of
identification
• You may NOT ask someone what their disability is, but you can ask them if it is a
service animal (if they say no, then the animal can NOT be in the pool/spa yard!)

Wading Pool Specific

Wading Pools

Wading pools, including wading pools containing a PIWF or fountain
constructed on or after the effective date of this subchapter shall have a maximum
water depth of 18 inches. Wading pools constructed on or after October 1, 1999,
and before the effective date of this subchapter shall have a maximum water
depth of 24 inches:
• Wading pools and wading pools containing a PIWF that are constructed on or after
the effective date of this subchapter and all wading pools constructed on or after
October 1, 1999, shall:
• Be separate and physically set apart from shallow water areas by at least 15
feet, measured by straight line distance or by a pool yard enclosure meeting
the requirements in §265.203 of this subchapter (relating to Pool Yard and Spa
Yard Enclosures) for Class C pools and spas
• Be separate and physically set apart from deep water areas by at least 35 feet,
measured by straight line distance or by a pool yard enclosure meeting the
requirements in §265.203 of this subchapter for Class C pools and spas; and
• Maintain clear visibility through the barrier.
• Wading pools constructed before October 1, 1999, are exempt from the distance
and barrier requirements for wading pools

Wading Pools
Continued

Wading pools, including wading pools containing a PIWF or fountain
constructed on or after the effective date of this subchapter shall have a maximum
water depth of 18 inches. Wading pools constructed on or after October 1, 1999,
and before the effective date of this subchapter shall have a maximum water
depth of 24 inches:
• For wading pools constructed or renovated on or after the effective date of this
subchapter, areas where the water depth at the edge of the pool exceeds 9 inches
shall be considered no entry areas and the following shall apply:
• At the perimeter wall of the wading pool, the vertical distance from the deck
or walkway to the bottom of the wading pool or to perimeter seating bench
underwater shall not be greater than 18 inches. The vertical distance from the
bottom of the pool to the deck or walk may be reduced and brought to zero at
the shallowest point
• The slope of zero level deck entries shall not exceed 1 foot in 12 feet
• Floors of wading pools shall be uniform, sloped to drain with a maximum slope
of 1 foot in 12 feet and shall be slip-resistant
• Wading pools constructed or renovated on or after the effective date of this
subchapter shall not have submerged suction outlets. Skimmers or overflow gutters
shall be installed and shall accommodate 100% of the circulation system flow rate

Enclosures
All pool yards and spa yards shall be completely enclosed by a fence, wall, or
equivalent barrier. An enclosure can surround multiple pools and spas within an
aquatic facility

Can you find what is wrong
with this picture?

Enclosures
All pool yards and spa yards shall be completely enclosed by a fence, wall, or
equivalent barrier. An enclosure can surround multiple pools and spas within an
aquatic facility

The gate will open the wrong
way! Gates must open OUT,
not in!

Enclosures
All pool yards and spa yards shall be completely enclosed by a fence, wall, or
equivalent barrier. An enclosure can surround multiple pools and spas within an
aquatic facility

Climbable
Objects
& Tree Limbs

Planters, light poles and site furnishings
shall not be permitted within 36 inches
from the outside of the enclosure!!!
Tree limbs trimmed to prevent a tree or
limbs of a tree to be used by children to
climb over the enclosure!!!

Climbable
Objects
& Tree Limbs

Planters, light poles and site furnishings
shall not be permitted within 36 inches
from the outside of the enclosure!!!
Tree limbs trimmed to prevent a tree or
limbs of a tree to be used by children to
climb over the enclosure!!!

The tree limb is too close to the fence and a child can use it to climb over!

Class A, Class B,
& Youth Camp

Enclosure

 Class A and B pools and spas and pools and spas at resident youth camps
shall have an enclosure consisting of a fence, portion of a building, wall or
other durable enclosure or an equivalent structure
 A building that serves as part of the enclosure shall have doors or gates that
open into the pool or spa yard only if:
 Any doors or gates between the building and the pool or spa yard are
for entry into a storage room, restroom, shower room, dressing room,
or mechanical room adjacent to the pool or spa; and
 The room does not have any door or gate openings to the outside of
the pool or spa yard enclosure.
 The enclosure, including doors and gates, shall:
 Have a minimum effective perpendicular height of at least 6 feet as
measured from the ground surface on the outside of the enclosure;
 Have no openings in the enclosure, either through or under it, which
would allow passage of a 4-inch sphere;
 Have no horizontal mid-rail and be designed and constructed so that it
cannot be readily climbed; and
 Have all doors, gates, and windows in the enclosure directly and
continuously supervised by staff at the pool during hours of operation
or locked to prevent unauthorized entry

Class A, Class B,
& Youth Camp

Gates

Gates and doors of Class A and Class B
pool and spa enclosures shall be capable
of being locked and shall be locked if the
pool or spa is not open for use

The gate or door shall be locked if the pool
or spa is closed for repairs, hazards,
weather related hazards, adding
chemicals by hand, or any other condition
that warrants closure of the pool or spa

Class C:
(Multiunit Rental Complex
& Homeowner/Property
Owner Associations)

Enclosure

Post-94:
 Height of the enclosure must be at least 48 inches as measured from the ground
on the side away from the pool
 Openings under the enclosure must be no more than 4-inches
 Horizontal and vertical members distance between the tops of the horizontal
members is at least 45 inches, the openings must be no more than 4-inches
 Horizontal and vertical members distance between the tops of the horizontal
members is less than 45 inches, the openings must be no more than 1-3/4 inches
 Chain link fence prohibited and may NOT be used when building a new fence for
Pre-94
 Decorative designs/cutouts may not contain any openings greater than 1-3/4
inches
 The wall of a building may be part of the pool yard enclosure only if the doors
and windows comply with the rules in the next slide

Pre-94 must comply with the requirements of Post-94, except that:
 Chain link metal fencing material openings no more than 2-1/4 inches
 Horizontal and vertical members distance between the tops of the horizontal
members is at least 36 inches, the openings must be no more than 4-inches
Can you find what is wrong with this picture?

Class C:
(Multiunit Rental Complex
& Homeowner/Property
Owner Associations)

Enclosure

Post-94:
 Height of the enclosure must be at least 48 inches as measured from the ground
on the side away from the pool
 Openings under the enclosure must be no more than 4-inches
 Horizontal and vertical members distance between the tops of the horizontal
members is at least 45 inches, the openings must be no more than 4-inches
 Horizontal and vertical members distance between the tops of the horizontal
members is less than 45 inches, the openings must be no more than 1-3/4 inches
 Chain link fence prohibited and may NOT be used when building a new fence for
Pre-94
 Decorative designs/cutouts may not contain any openings greater than 1-3/4
inches
 The wall of a building may be part of the pool yard enclosure only if the doors
and windows comply with the rules in the next slides

Pre-94must comply with the requirements of Post-94, except that:
 Chain link metal fencing material openings no more than 2-1/4 inches
 Horizontal and vertical members distance between the tops of the horizontal
members is at least 36 inches, the openings must be no more than 4-inches

Gates:

Class C:

 Self-closing and self-latching device

 Hardware enabling it to be locked, at the option of whoever controls
(Multiunit Rental Complex the gate, by a padlock or a built-in lock operated by key, card, or
& Homeowner/Property
combination

Owner Associations)

Gates

 Open outward away from the pool yard
 Gate latch must be installed so that it is at least 60-inches above the
ground, except that it may be installed lower if:
 The latch is installed on the pool yard side of the gate only and is
at least three inches below the top of the gate; and
 The gate or enclosure has no opening greater than one-half inch
in any direction within 18 inches from the latch, including the
space between the gate and the gate post to which the gate
latches.
 A gate latch may be located 42 inches or higher above the ground if
the gate cannot be opened except by key, card, or combination on
both sides of the gate

Doors:

Class C:
(Multiunit Rental Complex
& Homeowner/Property
Owner Associations)

Doors

 Post-94 A door, sliding glass door, or French door may not open directly into a pool yard if the date of
electrical service for initial construction is Post-94
 Pre-94 If a door of a building opens into the pool yard, must have:
 latch that automatically engages when the door is closed
 spring-loaded door-hinge pin, automatic door closer, or similar device to cause the door to close
automatically
 keyless bolting device that is installed not less than 36 inches or more than 48 inches above the
interior floor
 Pre-94 If French doors open into pool yard, one door must comply with latch above and the other door
must have:
 a keyed dead bolt or keyless bolting device capable of insertion into the doorjamb above the door,
and a keyless bolting device capable of insertion into the floor or threshold
 OR a bolt with at least a 3/4-inch throw installed inside the door and operated from the edge of the
door that is capable of insertion into the doorjamb above the door and another bolt with at least a
3/4-inch throw installed inside the door and operated from the edge of the door that is capable of
insertion into the floor or threshold
 If a sliding glass door of a building opens into the pool yard, the sliding glass door must have:
 a handle latch or security bar that is installed not more than 48 inches above the interior floor
 a sliding door pin lock that is installed not more than 48 inches above the interior floor
 A keyed dead bolt, keyless bolting device, sliding door pin lock, or sliding door security bar installed
before September 1, 1993, may be installed not more than 54 inches from the floor
 A keyed dead bolt or keyless dead bolt installed in a dwelling on or after September 1, 1993, must have a
bolt with a throw of not less than 1-inch

Windows:
(Multiunit Rental Complex  Pre-94 A wall of a building may not be used as part of a
& Homeowner/Property
pool yard enclosure unless each window in the wall has
Owner Associations)
a latch and unless each window screen on a window in
Windows
the wall is affixed by a window screen latch, screws, or
similar means

Class C:

 Post-94 A wall of a building may not be used as part of
a pool yard enclosure unless each ground floor window
in the wall is permanently closed and unable to be
opened

Class C
(All others)

Enclosures

 The pool or spa yard enclosure shall consist of one or a combination
of a fence, portion of a building, wall, or other durable enclosure that
meets the Texas rules
 The enclosure must have a minimum perpendicular height of at least
48 inches as measured from the ground surface on the outside of the
enclosure
 Openings in or under the enclosure shall not allow the passage of a
4-inch diameter sphere
 Post-99 Chain link fencing material is prohibited for pools and spas
 Pre-99 Pool and spa fences at pools and spas that replace the chain
link fence are prohibited from using chain link fencing
 No horizontal mid-rail and be designed and constructed so that it
cannot be readily climbed
 The distance between horizontal members of a fence that is 48
inches in height shall be no less than 45 inches

This is why chain link fencing is prohibited for Class C!

Class C
(All others)

Gates & Doors

 Doors or gates of a building that are capable of being opened are not allowed as
part of an enclosure unless:
 Are for entry into a storage room, restroom, shower room, dressing room,
or mechanical room adjacent to the pool or spa
 The room does not have any door or gate openings to the outside of the
pool yard or spa yard enclosure
 Gates and doors of the pool or spa enclosure subject to this subsection shall:
 Self-closing and self-latching
 Open outward away from the pool or spa
 Have hand activated door or gate opening hardware located at least 3- 1/2
feet above the deck or walkway
 Capable of being locked and be locked if the pool or spa is not open for use
 Be locked if the pool or spa is closed for repairs, hazards, weather related
hazards, adding chemicals by hand, or any other condition that warrants
closure of the pool or spa
 Post- January 1, 2021 Have the gate opening hardware only on the pool/spa
side of the gate and the gate and enclosure shall have no openings greater
than 1/2 inch within 18 inches of the door or gate opening hardware

Class C
(All others)

Gates & Doors

 Doors or gates of a building that are capable of being opened are not allowed as
part of an enclosure unless:
 Are for entry into a storage room, restroom, shower room, dressing room,
or mechanical room adjacent to the pool or spa
 The room does not have any door or gate openings to the outside of the
pool yard or spa yard enclosure
 Gates and doors of the pool or spa enclosure subject to this subsection shall:
 Self-closing and self-latching
 Open outward away from the pool or spa
 Have hand activated door or gate opening hardware located at least 3- 1/2
feet above the deck or walkway
 Capable of being locked and be locked if the pool or spa is not open for use
 Be locked if the pool or spa is closed for repairs, hazards, weather related
hazards, adding chemicals by hand, or any other condition that warrants
closure of the pool or spa
 Post- January 1, 2021 Have the gate opening hardware only on the pool/spa
side of the gate and the gate and enclosure shall have no openings greater
than 1/2 inch within 18 inches of the door or gate opening hardware

The gate is not self-closing!!! Gates must also never be propped open!!!

Class C
(All others)

Service Gates
& Windows

Service gates or doors, used only by service personnel
such as chemical delivery services, facility maintenance
services, and lawn and landscaping services are not
required to be self-closing and self-latching. Service
gates and doors shall not be used as a user entry or exit
and shall be kept securely closed and locked when not in
actual use by service personnel entering or exiting the
pool or spa yard

Windows that are capable of being opened are not
allowed as a part of a pool or spa enclosure unless those
windows are above the required enclosure height as
measured from the ground level outside of the pool
enclosure

Pool & Spa
Signs

The next slide has a table with all of the
required signs for pools and spas. Some of
these signs require a distinctive border, so pay
attention to the titles in blue!
Signs that are illegible must be replaced prior
to permitting with the correct requirements.
All other signs will need to be in place prior to
2023 Permit (Yes, there are new signs)
All signs are required to be INSIDE the pool
enclosure unless otherwise noted!

Pool & Spa
Signs

Safety
& Lifeguards
(More pools will now require Lifeguards)

We are in Texas and it is HOT!

Drinking
Water

At least one drinking water fountain or other source of drinking water such as
bottled water, shall be provided and available for pool and spa users at all
pools and spas constructed on or after October 1, 1999 (and recommended for
Pre-99), and shall be available at all times the pool or spa is open for use

A faucet, spigot or sink does not satisfy the requirements for providing
drinking water and NO GLASS
The drinking water is not required to be chilled!
The drinking water is not required to be located in the pool or spa yard (when
the drinking water is not located in the pool or spa yard, a sign with letters a
minimum of 1-inch in height shall be posted so that it is visible to users that
informs the users of the location of the drinking water)

Emergency
Summoning
Device

A pool or spa shall have a minimum of one emergency telephone, emergency monitoring
contact device, or alternative communication system that is capable of immediately
summoning emergency services and that is readily accessible:
• Within 200 feet of the water
• Functioning at all times the pool or spa is open for use
• Where a pool or spa has a seasonal operation schedule, the emergency summoning
device shall be functioning 24 hours a day during the entire season the pool or spa will be
in use
• Clear operating instructions for the emergency summoning device shall be provided and
a sign shall be posted above the emergency summoning device, whether it is a phone,
emergency monitoring device, or alternative communication device with the precise
location of the pool or spa such as an address, building number, GPS location, or other
location identifying information in letters a minimum of 1-inch in height
• A telephone shall be capable of making calls to 911 dispatch or to an emergency service
• An emergency monitoring contact device, when activated, shall directly connect to a 24hour monitoring service, or directly to 911 dispatch or to emergency medical services (a
telephone or emergency monitoring device shall not be answered by an on-site office)
• A cell phone that is dedicated for use at the pool or spa, mounted in the pool or spa yard
for public use and labeled as the emergency phone, may be used if the cell phone is
activated by a service provider and is provided with a permanent power supply

Ring Buoy
with
Throwing
Rope

A pool shall have at least one ring buoy with throwing rope for
every 2000 square feet of pool surface area up to 6000 sq. ft.
(If the pool has over 6000 sq. ft. of surface area an additional ring buoy with
throw rope shall be provided for each additional 4000 sq. ft. of surface area or
fraction thereof)

The ring buoys with rope shall be visible and readily accessible
from all areas of the pool yard
The throwing rope shall be 1/4-inch to 3/8-inch in diameter, with
a length at least two-thirds the maximum width of the pool
A USCG-approved ring buoy shall be attached to the throwing
rope

Reaching
Pole with
Body Hook

A pool shall have at least one reaching pole for every 2000 sq. ft.
of pool surface area up to 6000 sq. ft.
(If the pool has over 6000 sq. ft. of surface area an additional reaching pole
shall be provided for each additional 4000 sq. ft. of surface area or fraction
thereof)

The reaching poles shall be visible and readily accessible from all
areas of the pool yard
The reaching pole shall be light, strong, non-telescoping, and at
least 12 feet long

The pole shall be constructed of fiberglass or other material that
does not conduct electricity and shall have a body hook or
shepherd’s crook with blunted ends attached

Safety Float
Line
Class A & Class B

Required for Class A and Class B not being used for competitive
events:
 A rope and float line shall be provided between 1 and 2 feet on the
shallow water side of the 5-foot depth.
 The floats shall be spaced at not greater than 7-foot intervals
 The floats shall be secured so they will not slide or bunch up

 The stretched rope and float line shall be of sufficient size and
strength to offer a good handhold and support loads normally
imposed by users
 Rope and float lines shall be securely fastened to wall or deck anchors
made of corrosion-resisting materials and of the type that is recessed
or removable and shall have no projection that will constitute a
hazard when the line is removed

A minimum of two lifeguards shall be provided at:
 Class A pools during competitive events

Lifeguards
Where they are
required
& How many

 Class B pools whenever the Class B pool is open
 Any pool where a user enters the water from any height above the
deck or wall, including from diving boards, diving platforms, drop
slides, waterslides, starting platforms, zip lines, or climbing walls that
are open for use
 Any wave or surf pool

 Any pool while it is being used for the recreation of youth groups,
including youth camps, visiting childcare groups, or visiting school
groups
 A pool that is occasionally operated as a Class C pool or spa but is
generally made available to the public, with or without a fee, shall
meet Class B lifeguard standards
 Lifeguards are not required at spas

Lifeguard
Standards

 A staffing plan specifying the number of onduty lifeguards shall be prepared by the
pool operator, lifeguard supervisor, or pool owner and shall be sufficient to provide
adequate supervision and close observation of all users, at all times. A copy of the
plan shall be available on-site and be provided to a department or local regulatory
authority inspector upon request
 Each lifeguard shall be given an assigned surveillance area commensurate with
ability and training. The lifeguard shall be able to view the entire assigned
surveillance area
 Lifeguards conducting surveillance of users shall not be assigned duties that would
distract the lifeguard’s attention from proper observation of the users, or that would
prevent immediate assistance to persons in the water

 When lifeguards are provided or required, a rotation procedure for lifeguards is
required. Lifeguards shall have sufficient break time from guarding activities as
recommended by ARC or equivalent aquatic safety organization
 When lifeguards are provided or required, alertness and response drills and any other
training shall be provided
 Each lifeguard shall be provided with the required personal equipment

Lifeguard Training Requirements:
 A pre-season training program

Lifeguard
Training

 A continual “in-service” program totaling a minimum of 60 minutes for every 40
hours of employment by a lifeguard or other aquatic safety personnel

 Review of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention standards for responding
to formed-stool contamination, diarrheal-stool contamination, vomit contamination,
and contamination involving blood
 Performance audits as recommended by the ARC, Young Men's Christian Association,
or by an equivalent aquatic safety organization
 Facility Emergency Action Plans for events such as submersions, suspected spinal
injury, medical emergencies, thunderstorms, missing persons, bad weather, or
chemical exposure
 All training shall be reviewed as necessary and kept current
 Lifeguard records shall be kept on-site or shall be made available to the department
or local regulatory authority within 3 business days of the inspection. The following
records pertaining to lifeguards shall be kept 3 years: each lifeguard’s certification
including the expiration date, records of the most current training, including date,
length of training, training topic(s), trainer name(s), and attendees

Emergency Action Plan Requirements:

Lifeguard

• A list of emergency phone numbers and contacts, including
the trained and certified operator

Emergency
Action Plan

• The location of the first-aid kit and other rescue equipment
such as the AED, BVM, and backboard
• A response plan for inclement weather such as
thunderstorms, lightning, or high winds, including
evacuation areas
• A plan following the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention standards for responding to formed-stool
contamination, diarrheal-stool contamination, vomit
contamination, and contamination involving blood

Lifeguards shall have access to safety equipment including:

Lifeguard
Safety Equipment
Access

 An Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)-compliant,
minimum 24-unit first aid kit housed in a durable weather-resistant
container that is fully stocked and ready for use. The kit shall include
disease transmission barriers and cleaning kits meeting OSHA
standards
 At least one backboard equipped with a head immobilizer and with
sufficient straps to immobilize a person to the backboard, in locations
sufficient to affect a two-minute response time to an incident
 At least one portable AED and one BVM kept in a secure location that
can be easily and quickly accessed by lifeguards or other trained
personnel
 Platforms or stands for lifeguards only are required where water depth
is greater than 5 ft and shall have a protective umbrella or sunshade
high enough to give lifeguards a complete and unobstructed view of
the assigned area of surveillance for the lifeguards

Lifeguard
Personal Safety
Equipment

Each lifeguard shall be provided with the following
personal equipment:

 Uniform attire that readily identifies the lifeguard as a
staff member and a lifeguard
 A rescue tube with attached rope or strap
 Personal protective devices including a resuscitation
mask with one-way valve and non-latex, nonpowdered, single use disposable gloves worn as a hip
pack or attached to the rescue tube
 A whistle or other signaling device for communicating
to users, other lifeguards, or staff

Dressing Rooms
& Restrooms

Pre- & Post-January 1, 2021:

Dressing and
Sanitary
Facilities
(Bathhouses)

 Fixtures at dressing and sanitary facilities shall be designed so that the fixtures are readily
cleanable
 Fixtures at dressing and sanitary facilities shall be installed in accordance with plumbing
codes in effect at the time the fixtures are installed
 Dressing and sanitary facilities shall be cleaned as necessary to maintain sanitary
conditions at all times
 Adequate ventilation shall be provided in dressing and sanitary facilities to prevent
objectionable odors
 Sanitary Facilities shall comply with the following whenever lavatories, toilets, mirrors, or
dressing rooms are provided:
 Soap dispensers with liquid or powdered soap shall be provided at each lavatory. The
dispenser shall be of all metal or plastic type with no glass permitted in these units
 Any mirrors shall be shatter resistant
 Toilet paper holders and toilet paper shall be provided at each toilet
 Covered waste receptacles shall be provided in toilet or dressing room areas
 Single-use hand drying towels or hand drying devices shall be provided near the
lavatory

Post-99, but Pre-January 1, 2021:

Dressing and
Sanitary
Facilities
(Bathhouses)

 Adequate dressing and sanitary facilities shall be provided for Class A or B pools and for
Class D pools operated in conjunction with a Class A or Class B pool
 Separate dressing and sanitary facilities shall be provided for each gender. The rooms
shall be well lit, drained, ventilated, and of good construction, using impervious materials.
They shall be developed and planned so that good sanitation will be maintained
throughout the building at all times. An appropriate number of dressing rooms that can
accommodate a family are allowed
 Partitions between portions of the dressing room area, screen partitions, shower, toilet,
and dressing room booths shall be of durable material not subject to damage by water
and shall be designed so that a waterway is provided between partitions and floor to
permit thorough cleaning of the walls and floor areas with hoses and brooms
 At least one shower and dressing booth for each gender shall be provided. This condition
may be subject to variation for schools and other institutional use where a pool or spa
may be open to one gender at a time
 Floors shall have a slip-resistant surface and shall be sufficiently smooth to ensure ease in
cleaning. Floor drains shall be provided, and floors shall be sloped 1/4 inch per foot toward
the drains to ensure positive drainage
 An adequate number of hose bibs and a hose of adequate length shall be provided for
washing down all areas of the dressing facility interior. Adequate cross-connection control
devices as approved by the TCEQ or local regulatory authority shall be provided. When not
in use, hoses shall be stored in such a manner to prevent a trip hazard

Post-99, but Pre-January 1, 2021:
 The required fixture schedule is contained in the following table:

Lavatories,
Showers, &
Toilets

 The number of fixtures should be increased for swimming pools at schools or similar
locations where load may reach peaks due to schedule of use

 Shower(s) and lavatory(s) water temperature shall be controlled by anti- scald devices
 The water heater and thermostatically-controlled mixing valves shall be inaccessible to
users and shall be capable of providing 2 gallons per minute of water between 90 to 110
degrees Fahrenheit to each shower head
 A shower can be located on the deck of the pool if proper wastewater disposal is provided.
The shower need not be enclosed in Class C pools
 If located in an apartment, hotel, motel or condominium complex are not required to have
the following facilities: showers, dressing rooms, toilets, urinals unless the facility has
toilets for persons using the pool or spa, hand drying towels unless the facility has a
lavatory in an enclosed room, baby changing table unless the facility has a dressing room
or toilets, and a lavatory if a faucet is installed at lavatory height

Post-January 1, 2021:

Dressing and
Sanitary
Facilities at
Pools and Spas
(Bathhouses)

 Dressing and sanitary facilities provided for Class A, Class B, and Class C pools/spas
 Where dressing and sanitary facilities are required or provided comply with the following:
 Soap dispensers with liquid or powdered soap shall be provided at each lavatory. The dispenser
shall be metal or plastic, with no glass permitted
 When provided, mirrors shall be shatter resistant
 Toilet paper holders and toilet paper shall be provided at each toilet
 Covered waste receptacles shall be provided in the toilet area or dressing room areas
 Single-use hand drying towels or hand drying devices shall be provided near the lavatory
 Sanitary napkin receptacles shall be provided in each water closet compartment for females
and in the shower areas for female use only

 Sanitary facilities for pools and spas in apartments, hotels, condominiums, or motels are
not required to have the following:







Cleansing or rinsing showers
Dressing rooms
Toilets and urinals unless the facility has toilets for persons using the pool or spa
Hand drying towels unless the facility has a lavatory
Baby changing table unless a lavatory with a faucet and soap are provided
A lavatory unless a faucet and soap are provided and there is proper wastewater disposal

 Cleansing showers are not required at homeowners’ association (HOA) or property
owner’s association (POA) pools and spas

Post-January 1, 2021:

Dressing and
Sanitary
Facilities at
Pools and Spas
(Bathhouses)

 Separate dressing and sanitary facilities for men and women shall be
provided. The rooms shall be well lit, drained, and ventilated, in
accordance with good public health engineering practices in place at
the time of construction. They shall be planned and developed so that
sanitation is maintained. An appropriate number of dressing rooms
that can accommodate families are allowed
 Partitions between portions of the dressing room area, screen
partitions, shower, toilet, and dressing room booths shall be
constructed of durable material not subject to damage by water and
shall be designed so that waterway is provided between partitions
and floor to permit thorough cleaning of the walls and floor areas
with hoses and brooms

 Floors in dressing rooms and sanitary facilities shall have a smooth,
easy-to-clean, impervious-to-water, slip-resistant surface. The floors
shall have a minimum dynamic coefficient of friction at least equal to
the requirements of ANSI A137.1 as measured by the DCOF AcuTest

Dressing and
Sanitary
Facilities at
Pools and Spas
(Bathhouses)

Post-January 1, 2021:
 Lavatory, shower, and toilet facilities shall be located to encourage use of the
sanitary facilities by users of the pool or spa
 Cleansing showers and lavatories shall be provided with hot and cold running
water. Where heated water is provided to showers or lavatories it shall comply
with the following:
 The heated water supply to showers and lavatories shall be controlled by an
anti-scald device
 User access to water heaters and thermostatically controlled mixing
 Valves for showers shall be prohibited
 Each showerhead shall have a water flow of not less than 2 gallons per
minute (7.61 psi)
 At each showerhead, the heated shower water temperature shall be
between 90°F and not more than 120°F
 The required fixture schedule is contained in the following table:

Aquatic Activity Devices &
Specialty Pool Specific

Public
Interactive
Water Feature

Subchapter M - Public Interactive Water Features and Fountains:
https://dshs.texas.gov/poolspa/pdf/Rules5_2010.pdf
Public interactive water feature and fountain (PIWF)- any indoor or outdoor installation
maintained for public recreation that includes water sprays, dancing water jets, waterfalls,
dumping buckets, or shooting water cannons in various arrays for the purpose of
wetting the persons playing in the spray streams
•

These rules apply to all PIWFs whether the PIWF shares or does not share a water supply,
disinfection system, filtration system, circulation system, or any other treatment system that
allows water to co-mingle with any other water feature or a pool

•

A PIWF that is supplied entirely by drinking water that is not recirculated is not subject to
§265.303(d) and §265.303(f) of this title (relating to Operation and Maintenance of Public
Interactive Water Features and Fountains); §265.305 (relating to Circulation and Disinfectant
Systems for Public Interactive Water Features and Fountains), and §265.306 of this title
(relating to Water Quality at Public Interactive Water Features and Fountains)

•

These rules do not apply to a PIWF that uses freshwater originating from a natural
watercourse for recreational purposes and that releases the freshwater back into the same
natural water course

•

A PIWF with water reservoirs or basins that are accessible to users may be subject to the
suction device requirements of Chapter 265, Subchapter L of this title (relating to Standards
for Public Swimming Pools and Spas)

Public
Interactive
Water Feature
Continued

265.303. Operation and Maintenance of Public Interactive Water Features and Fountains:
Certified Pool Manager required and must have one of the following:
• NRPA, "Aquatic Facility Operator" (A.F.O.)

• NSPF, "Certified Pool Operator" (C.P.O.)
• ASPSA, "Licensed Aquatic Facility Technician" (L.A.F.T.)
• AquaTech Pool and Aquatic Facility Operator

The owner, manager, operator, or other attendant in charge of a PIWF shall maintain the
water feature or fountain in a sanitary condition:
• Completely drained and cleaned at a frequency necessary to maintain water quality
and sanitary conditions
• Any dirt, trash, refuse, animal waste, or debris on the surface of a zero depth PIWF
shall be removed from the surface and the surfaces shall be flushed and sanitized
with a United States Environmental Protection Agency approved disinfectant as
often as is needed to prevent contamination of the water in the PIWF

• The surfaces of zero depth PIWFs and the decks of all PIWFs shall be kept clean and
free of pooled water to prevent the growth of algae and bacteria

Public
Interactive
Water Feature
Continued

Signs (still under 265.303):
Warning and notification signs shall be posted at the entrance of all PIWFs, or where the
signs are clearly visible to users entering the PIWF area before contact with PIWF water
occurs, when the PIWF is open or in use. Signs shall be securely mounted, clearly visible, and
easily read with letters in a contrasting color to the background. The required signage can be
combined into a single sign. The signage shall provide the following notifications and
warnings in letters at least 2 inches in height:
• "Non-Service Animals Prohibited"

• "Changing Diapers Within 6 Feet Of The Water Feature is Prohibited"
• "Use Of The Water Feature If Ill With A Contagious Disease is Prohibited"
• "Do Not Drink Water From The Water Feature"; and

• "Use Of The Water Feature When Ill With Diarrhea is Prohibited."
• At PIWFs without an on-site owner or operator a sign shall be posted that provides a
contact number to be used in the event of a malfunction, unsanitary condition, or
any other non-emergency problem requiring correction at the PIWF. Letters and
numbers on the posted sign shall be a minimum of 2 inches in height and the sign
shall be clearly visible

Public
Interactive
Water Feature
Continued

Records (still under 265.303):
The following records pertaining to the operation, maintenance, cleaning, sanitation, and
chemical levels shall be kept for a minimum of 2 years and, when kept on site, shall be made
available during inspection by the regulatory authority. If the records are kept in a separate
location off site they shall be provided to the regulatory authority within 5 working days
following the inspection:
• Daily chemical log- chlorine, bromine, cyanuric acid, and pH test results
• Routine maintenance schedule/activities; preventative maintenance
schedule/activities
• Documentation that circulation equipment meets the NSF/ANSI-50 Standard
• Copy of manufacturer's instructions for operation of the disinfection equipment,
chemical control equipment, and chemical feed system

• Documentation of the facility's method for determining turnover rates and turnover
rates meet the requirements
• Documentation of any Cryptosporidium testing required by this subchapter
• Documentation of supplemental water treatment conducted as required in
§265.308(f) of this title (relating to Closure of a Public Interactive Water Feature and Fountain)
• Documentation of the date of construction of the PIWF

Public
Interactive
Water Feature
Continued

265.304. Water Supply & 265.305. Circulation and Disinfectant Systems for PIWF:
• The initial water supply shall be potable water
• All portions of the water distribution system serving a PIWF shall be protected against
backflow and back siphonage
• No direct mechanical connection shall be made between the chlorinating equipment or
system of piping and a sanitary sewer system or other wastewater disposal system
• Circulation system provide adequate circulation of water and be designed to
accommodate 100% of the turnover flow rate and maintain the distribution of
disinfectant through all parts of the public interactive water feature or fountain (PIWF)
• The turnover rate for the circulation of water in a PIWF that is combined or circulated
with water from a pool shall be the same as the pool; The turnover rate for circulation of
water in a stand-alone PIWF shall meet the following requirements:
• Pre-May 1, 2010 shall meet the minimum design turnover rate for that PIWF
• Post-May 1, 2010 the minimum turnover rate shall be at least once every hour
• The treatment tank shall:
• Be designed to provide ready access for cleaning and inspections
• Be capable of complete draining
• Have an automatic water level controller

265.306. Water Quality at Public Interactive Water Features and Fountains:

Public
Interactive
Water Feature
Continued

Testing Frequencies:
• Chlorine/Bromine and pH once per day if on an automatic system. Twice per day if not.
• Cyanuric acid once per 7 days

***Post-May 1, 2010 must be equipped with automatic disinfectant and pH
feed equipment that provides continuous and effective disinfection and
maintains the required pH at all times the PIWF is open***

Public
Interactive
Water Feature
Continued

Combining/Circulating PIWF Water (still under 265.306):
Water from a PIWF shall not be combined or circulated with water of other water features or
pools unless:
• All of the water either into or from the PIWF is treated with a supplemental water
treatment system prior to combining or circulating with water from other water features
or pools
• OR all of the water in the other water features or pools that is combined or circulated
with water from the PIWF is treated with a supplemental water treatment system
Stand alone Pre-May 1, 2010 in addition to maintaining sanitizer, CYA, and pH levels:
• Implement a supplemental water treatment system that will protect the public against
infection by the parasite, Cryptosporidium
• OR Test the water of the PIWF for Cryptosporidium every 14 days during operation
Shared Pre-May 1, 2010 share a water supply, disinfection system, filtration system,
circulation system or any other treatment system that allows water to co-mingle with a pool,
in addition to maintaining sanitizer, CYA, and pH levels:
• Implement a supplemental water treatment system that will protect the public against
infection by the parasite, Cryptosporidium
• OR test the water of the PIWF for Cryptosporidium every 30 days during operation

Supplemental Water Treatment Systems (still under 265.306):

Public
Interactive
Water Feature
Continued

Stand alone & shared Post-May 1, 2010 PIWFs must be equipped with a supplemental water
treatment system that will protect the public against infection by Cryptosporidium:
• UV light disinfection installed after filtration
• Conform to the NSF/ANSI-50 Standard
• Provide a validated dosage confirmed by a third party validation which results in a
3 log kill of Cryptosporidium
• Provide a validated dosage equivalent to 40mJ/cm2 or greater at the end of lamp life
• Include an automatic audible alarm to warn of a UV light disinfection unit
malfunction or impending shutdown
• Be equipped with an automatic mechanism for shutting off the power to the UV light
source whenever the protective UV unit cover is removed
• Be installed in an enclosure designed to protect the operator against electrical shock
or excessive radiation and that provides protection from UV exposure
• Ozone
• Meet the standards in the EPA Guidance Manual for Alternative Disinfectants and
Oxidants, EPA Publication 815-R-99-014, April 1999, as amended, available at:
http://www.epa.gov/safewater/mdbp/alternative_disinfectants_guidance.pdf
• A NSF/ANSI-50 product, combination of products, or process to control Cryptosporidium
• Weekly hyperchlorination following the Center for Disease Control's Recommendations
for Aquatics Operators of Treated Venues “Hyperchlorination to Kill Cryptosporidium"
available on the CDC's website: www.cdc.gov/healthyswimming/
• An equivalent product, process, or system approved by the department

•

Specialty
Slides

•

•

•

•
•

Post-January 1, 2021 Waterslides shall be planned and designed by a licensed engineer and
shall be in conformance with ASTM F2375-17a and ASTM F2461-16e1. Waterslides shall be
installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions or in accordance with the licensed
engineer’s specifications
Post-January 1, 2021 Flumes shall be made of inert, non-toxic, smooth, and easily cleaned
surfaces. All flume valleys and dips shall have proper drainage, safety measures that ensure a
rider cannot fall from the flume, and a means of egress in the event the ride malfunctions or a
rider stops on the slide
Post-January 1, 2021 Waterslides shall be designed with an exit system which shall provide
safe entry into the landing pool or waterslide runout. The waterslide exit system shall be in
accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations or the licensed engineer’s
specifications and ASTM F2376-17a
Post-January 1, 2021 Landing pools that provide steps or recessed steps with handrails instead
of exit ladders shall install the steps at the opposite end of the landing pool from the flume
exit. The steps shall be provided with a handrail. The steps and handrail shall be offset from
the slide. If the waterslide flume ends in a pool, the landing area shall be divided from the rest
of the pool by a float line, wing wall, peninsula or other similar feature to prevent collisions
with other bathers
Waterslide runouts shall be designed in accordance with the slide manufacturer’s
recommendations or the licensed engineer’s requirements and ASTM F2376-17a
Post-January 1, 2021 For drop slide pools the landing area of a drop slide shall be in accordance
with the slide manufacturer’s recommendations or the licensed engineer’s requirements and
ASTM F2376-17a. Steps shall not infringe on the landing area of a drop slide

Post-January 1, 2021 Wave Pools:

Wave
Pool

• Access to a wave pool shall be a beach entry with the exception of an
allowable Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) designated entry point
• Recessed steps shall not be allowed along the walls of the wave pool
• Wave pools shall be fitted with a rope and float line located to restrict
access to the caisson wall if required by the wave pool equipment
manufacturer. Safety rope and float lines typically required at the shallow
to deep water transition shall not apply to wave pools
• A minimum of two emergency shutoff switches to disable the wave action
shall be provided, one on each side of the wave pool
• Deck depth markers are not required at wave pools
• Caisson barriers shall have no openings that would allow passage of a 4inch sphere and shall be provided for all wave pools

Post-January 1, 2021 Leisure Rivers:

Leisure
River

• Handrails for steps and propulsion jets for leisure rivers shall not protrude
into the leisure river
• Obstructions such as landscaping, walls, or bridges shall be allowed
provided they do not impact lifeguarding, sight lines, or rescue operations

• Bridges spanning a leisure river shall have a minimum clearance of both 7
feet from the bottom of the leisure river and 4 feet above the water
surface to any structure overhead
• Depth markers are required at all entry/exits to the leisure river but not
along leisure rivers, in the landscape, where there is no deck, or in the
channel
• Leisure rivers may have limited entry/exit access to the water for users and
do not require an entry/exit every 75 feet along the leisure river

Surf
Pool

•

Surf pools shall be fitted with a float line located to restrict access to the caisson wall if
required by the surf pool equipment manufacturer

•

Wave caisson barriers shall be provided for all surf pools and shall have no opening that would
allow passage of a 4-inch sphere. Surf pools using forced air to generate waves shall not be
required to have caisson barriers unless recommended by the manufacturer
Safety rope and float lines required at the shallow to deep water transition shall not apply to
surf pools

•

•

In addition to the requirements for lifeguards, lifeguards shall be provided with any
equipment necessary to reach the deepest area of the surf pool during an emergency. The
equipment shall be accessible to all lifeguards clearly labeled as “For Lifeguard Use Only” and
shall be available whenever the surf pool is open and used for surfing

•

No surfer shall enter the surf pool unless:
• Tethered to the surf board
• Wearing a USCG-approved PFD
• A lifeguard is in the surf pool in the surfing area directly supervising surfing activity
Non-surfing users shall not be allowed to enter the wave areas of the surf pool over 5 feet of
depth while waves are being generated unless they are wearing a USCG-approved PFD

•
•

Surf pools constructed or renovated on or after the effective date of this subchapter shall
comply with the following:
•

Access to a surf pool shall be at the shallow or beach entry end with the exception of an
allowable ADA designated entry point

•

A minimum of two emergency shutoff switches capable of immediately stopping wave
generation shall be provided, shall be clearly marked as emergency shutoffs, and shall
be readily accessible to lifeguards

Moveable
Floor
Pool/Spa

Post-January 1, 2021 Moveable Floor Pools/Spas:
• The use of starting platforms in the area of a movable floor
shall be prohibited when the water depth is shallower than 5
feet
• When a movable floor is installed into a diving pool, diving
shall be prohibited if the dimensions of the pool do not meet
the requirements in §265.188 of Texas rules, (relating to Diving
Facilities for Pools)
• The surface of a movable pool floor shall be slip-resistant if it is
intended for installation in water depths less than 5 feet
• Use of the moveable floor portion of the pool shall not be open
to users when the floor is being raised or lowered

Renovations

• Renovation of Class A and Class B pools/spas constructed before
January 1, 2021 planned and designed by a licensed engineer

Renovations

• Renovation of Class C pools/spas constructed before January 1, 2021
planned and designed by a licensed engineer if the pool or spa has:
• a diving board
• climbing wall
• Slide
• movable bottom
• interactive water feature or fountain
• any aquatic play feature that meets the definition of
“Amusement Ride” in Texas Occupations Code, Chapter 2151 (the
Amusement Ride Safety Inspection and Insurance Act)
• is a therapeutic pool or spa
• is a surf or wave pool
***Everything must be brought up to code during renovations***
(certain things like Turnover will be on a case by case basis)

Calculations

Surface
Area
of a
Rectangular
or Square
Pool/Spa

Surface Area = L x W
40ft

Width

20ft

Length

A pool has a length of 40 feet and a width of 20 feet. What is the
Surface Area of the pool?
40ft(Length) x 20ft(Width) = ?

Surface
Area
of a
Rectangular
or Square
Pool/Spa

Surface Area = L x W
40ft

Width

20ft

Length

A pool has a length of 40 feet and a width of 20 feet. What is the
Surface Area of the pool?
40ft(Length) x 20ft(Width) = 800ft2

Surface Area
of a
Straight Edge
Irregular
Shaped
Pool/Spa

Surface Area = L x W
65ft

40ft
60ft

22ft
20ft
43ft

You measured your pool with the measurements above. What is
the Surface Area of the pool?

Surface Area
of a
Straight Edge
Irregular
Shaped
Pool/Spa

Surface Area = L x W
65ft

40ft
60ft

22ft

Turn the odd
shape into 2
rectangles!

20ft
43ft

You measured your pool with the measurements above. What is
the Surface Area of the pool?

Surface Area
of a
Straight Edge
Irregular
Shaped
Pool/Spa

Surface Area = L x W
65ft
Length

Width 40ft
60ft
x

22ft
x
Width 20ft
Length
43ft

Figure out what sides are your Length and Width for each rectangle!
(You do not need the other numbers!)

Surface Area
of a
Straight Edge
Irregular
Shaped
Pool/Spa

Surface Area = L x W
Length
65ft

Find the
Surface area
for each
rectangle!

Width 40ft

Width 20ft
43ft
Length

Top Rectangle:
65ft x 40ft = ?

Bottom Rectangle:
43ft x 20ft = ?

Surface Area
of a
Straight Edge
Irregular
Shaped
Pool/Spa

Surface Area = L x W
Length
65ft

Width 40ft

Find the Surface
area for each
rectangle!

Width 20ft

Top Rectangle:
65ft x 40ft = 2,600ft2

Bottom Rectangle:
43ft x 20ft = 860ft2

43ft
Length
Now ADD the 2 surface areas to get the Total Surface Area of your irregular shape!

2,600ft2 + 860ft2 = ?

Surface Area
of a
Straight Edge
Irregular
Shaped
Pool/Spa

Surface Area = L x W
65ft

40ft
60ft

22ft
20ft
43ft

You measured your pool with the measurements above. What is
the Surface Area of the pool?
Now ADD the 2 surface areas to get the Total Surface Area of your irregular shape!

2,600ft2 + 860ft2 = 3,460ft2

Bather Load = Surface Area ÷ sq.ft. per user from the table below

Maximum
Bather Load
/User
Capacity
Maximum
number of users
that can be in the
water

Less than 5ft

Your pool is less than 5ft deep and has a surface area of 390 ft2. What is your
maximum bather load/user capacity?

Bather Load = Surface Area ÷ sq.ft. per user from the table below

Maximum
Bather Load
/User
Capacity
Maximum
number of users
that can be in the
water

Less than 5ft

First find
where you fall
on the table
Now we can find
the maximum
batherload!

Your pool is less than 5ft deep and has a surface area of 390 ft2. What is your
maximum bather load/user capacity?

390 ft2 ÷ 15 sq.ft = ?

Bather Load = Surface Area ÷ sq.ft. per user from the table below

Maximum
Bather Load
/User
Capacity
Maximum
number of users
that can be in the
water

Less than 5ft

Your pool is less than 5ft deep and has a surface area of 390 ft2. What is your
maximum bather load/user capacity?

390 ft2 ÷ 15 sq.ft = 26

Volume = Length x Width x depth x 7.5

Volume
(Gallons)
in Single
Depth
Rectangular

Pool/Spa

Length 60 feet
(above water)

7.5 = number
of gallons in
one cubic foot

Width 30 feet
(above water)
depth 5 feet
(underwater)

The length of the pool is 60ft, the width is 30ft, and the depth is
5ft. What is the volume (gallons) of the pool?

60ft(Length) x 30ft(Width) x 5ft(depth) x 7.5 =

?

Volume = Length x Width x depth x 7.5

Volume
(Gallons)
in Single
Depth
Rectangular

Pool/Spa

Length 60 feet
(above water)

7.5 = number
of gallons in
one cubic foot

Width 30 feet
(above water)
depth 5 feet
(underwater)

The length of the pool is 60ft, the width is 30ft, and the depth is
5ft. What is the volume (gallons) of the pool?
60ft(Length) x 30ft(Width) x 5ft(depth) x 7.5 = 67,500 gallons

What if I
have
multiple
depths?

Average
Depth

Average Depth =

Minimum Depth + Maximum Depth
2

3ft

5ft

The minimum depth is 3ft and the maximum depth is 5ft, What is your Average Depth?

3ft + 5ft = ?
2

What if I
have
multiple
depths?

Average
Depth

Average Depth =

Minimum Depth + Maximum Depth
2

3ft

5ft

The minimum depth is 3ft and the maximum depth is 5ft, What is your Average Depth?

3ft + 5ft = 4ft
2

Volume
(Gallons)
in Multiple
Depth
Rectangular
Pool/Spa

Volume = Length x Width x average depth x 7.5
7.5 = number
of gallons in
one cubic foot
Length 57 feet
(above water)

Width 26 feet
(above water)
3ft depth
(underwater)

5ft depth
(underwater)

We found that the average depth is 4ft on the last slide. The width of the pool is 26ft
and the length of the pool is 57ft. What is the volume (gallons) of the pool?

57ft(Length) x 26ft(Width) x 4ft(average depth) x 7.5 =

?

Volume
(Gallons)
in Multiple
Depth
Rectangular
Pool/Spa

Volume = Length x Width x average depth x 7.5
7.5 = number
of gallons in
one cubic foot
Length 57 feet
(above water)

Width 26 feet
(above water)
3ft depth
(underwater)

5ft depth
(underwater)

We found that the average depth is 4ft on the last slide. The width of the pool is 26ft
and the length of the pool is 57ft. What is the volume (gallons) of the pool?

57ft(Length) x 26ft(Width) x 4ft(average depth) x 7.5 = 44,460 gallons

What if my
pool/spa is
round?
Surface Area
of a Circular
Pool/Spa

Surface Area =

L W
x
x
ℼ
2 2

Length

ℼ = 3.14
A pool has a length of 40 feet and a width of 20 feet. What is the
Surface Area of the pool?
40ft(Length)
20ft(Width)
x
2
2

x 3.14 = ?

What if my
pool/spa is
round?
Surface Area
of a Circular
Pool/Spa

Surface Area =

L W
x
x
ℼ
2 2

Length

ℼ = 3.14
A pool has a length of 40 feet and a width of 20 feet. What is the
Surface Area of the pool?
40ft(Length)
x
2

20ft(Width)
x
2

3.14 = 628ft2

Volume = Max length x Max Width x Average Depth x 7.5

Volume
(Gallons)
in Oval
Pool/Spa

7.5 = number
of gallons in
one cubic foot
Max Length 30ft

5ft depth
(underwater)

3ft depth
(underwater)
Max Width 17ft

The minimum depth is 3ft and the maximum depth is 5ft. The max width of the pool is
17ft and the max length of the pool is 30ft. What is the volume (gallons) of the pool?

Volume = Max length x Max Width x Average Depth x 7.5

Volume
(Gallons)
in Oval
Pool/Spa

7.5 = number
of gallons in
one cubic foot
Max Length 30ft

8ft depth
(underwater)

4ft depth
(underwater)
Max Width 17ft

The minimum depth is 4ft and the maximum depth is 8ft. The max width of the pool is
17ft and the max length of the pool is 30ft. What is the volume (gallons) of the pool?
Remember we found that the average depth of a pool is the minimum depth
+ the maximum depth divided by 2!
4ft + 8ft
=?
2

Volume = Max Length x Max Width x Average Depth x 7.5

Volume
(Gallons)
in Oval
Pool/Spa

7.5 = number
of gallons in
one cubic foot
Max Length 30ft

8ft depth
(underwater)

4ft depth
(underwater)
Max Width 17ft

Remember we found that the average depth of a pool is the minimum depth
+ the maximum depth divided by 2! 4ft + 8ft = 6ft average depth
2
Now we can find the
volume (gallons)!
30ft(Max Length) x 17ft(Max Width) x 6ft(average depth) x 7.5 = ?

Volume = Max Length x Max Width x Average Depth x 7.5

Volume
(Gallons)
in Oval
Pool/Spa

7.5 = number
of gallons in
one cubic foot
Max Length 30ft

8ft depth
(underwater)

4ft depth
(underwater)
Max Width 17ft

Remember we found that the average depth of a pool is the minimum depth
+ the maximum depth divided by 2! 4ft + 8ft = 6ft average depth
2
30ft(Max Length) x 17ft(Max Width) x 6ft(average depth) x 7.5 = 22,950 gallons

Volume = Length × (Short Width + Long Width) × .45 × depth × 7.5

Volume
(Gallons)
in Kidney
/Oblong
Pool/Spa

25ft

Long
20ft

4ft depth (underwater)

.45 is for
kidneys

7.5 = number
of gallons in
one cubic foot

Short
17ft

A pool has a length of 25 feet, a short width of 17 feet, a long width of 20 feet, and a
depth of 4 feet. What is the Volume of the pool?

Volume = Length × (Short Width + Long Width) × .45 × depth × 7.5

Volume
(Gallons)
in Kidney
/Oblong
Pool/Spa

25ft

Long

.45 is for
kidneys

4ft depth (underwater)

7.5 = number
of gallons in
one cubic foot

Short
17ft

20ft

A pool has a length of 25 feet, a short width of 17 feet, a long width of 20 feet, and a
depth of 4 feet. What is the Volume of the pool?
Start by adding the widths together!

20ft + 17ft = ?

Volume = Length × (Short Width + Long Width) × .45 × depth × 7.5

Volume
(Gallons)
in Kidney
/Oblong
Pool/Spa

25ft

Long

.45 is for
kidneys

4ft depth (underwater)

7.5 = number
of gallons in
one cubic foot

Short
17ft

20ft

Start by adding the widths together!

20ft + 17ft = 37ft

Now we can multiply all of the numbers to get the volume (gallons)!

25ft(Length) x 37ft(added widths) x .45 x 4ft(depth) x 7.5 = ?

Volume = Length × (Short Width + Long Width) × .45 × depth × 7.5

Volume
(Gallons)
in Kidney
/Oblong
Pool/Spa

25ft

Long

.45 is for
kidneys

4ft depth (underwater)

7.5 = number
of gallons in
one cubic foot

Short
17ft

20ft

Start by adding the widths together!

20ft + 17ft = 37ft

Now we can multiply all of the numbers to get the volume (gallons)!

25ft(Length) x 37ft(added widths) x .45 x 4ft(depth) x 7.5 = 12,487.5 gallons

What if I have
a perfectly
round
pool/spa?

Use radius
of a Circle
for Volume
(Gallons)

radius = Diameter ÷ 2

Diameter = 18ft
radius

What is the radius?

18ft (Diameter) ÷ 2 = 9ft

Volume = ℼ x radius2 x depth x 7.5
ℼ = 3.14

Volume
(Gallons)
in Circular
Pool/Spa

radius2 = radius x radius

7.5 = number
of gallons in
one cubic foot

Diameter = 20ft

Depth 3.5ft

The diameter is 20ft and the depth is 3.5ft. What is the volume (gallons) of the spa?
First we have to find our radius:

radius = diameter ÷ 2
20ft (diameter) ÷ 2 = ?

Volume = ℼ x radius2 x depth x 7.5
ℼ = 3.14

Volume
(Gallons)
in Circular
Pool/Spa

radius2 = radius x radius

7.5 = number
of gallons in
one cubic foot

Diameter = 20ft

Depth 3.5ft

The diameter is 20ft and the depth is 3.5ft. What is the volume (gallons) of the spa?
First we have to find our radius:

20ft (diameter) ÷ 2 = 10ft

Now we can find our volume! 3.14 x 10ft (radius) x 10ft(radius) x 2.5ft(depth) x 7.5 = ?

Volume = ℼ x radius2 x depth x 7.5
ℼ = 3.14

Volume
(Gallons)
in Circular
Pool/Spa

radius2 = radius x radius

7.5 = number
of gallons in
one cubic foot

Diameter = 20ft

Depth 3.5ft

The diameter is 20ft and the depth is 3.5ft. What is the volume (gallons) of the spa?
3.14 x 10ft (radius) x 10ft(radius) x 2.5ft(depth) x 7.5 = 5,887.5 gallons

Turnover
Rate

Turnover Rate = Pool Volume (Gallons) ÷ Flow Rate (GPM) ÷ 60
There are
60 minutes
in 1 hour
GPM LPM

100

How long it
takes all the
water in the
pool to go
through the
filter one time.

80
60

40
20

350

300
250
200
150

100

Your pool was built in 2004, has
18,000 gallons with an average depth
of 3ft and your Flow Meter looks like
the one to the left. What is your
turnover rate and is it what it is
supposed to be?

Turnover
Rate

Turnover Rate = Pool Volume (Gallons) ÷ Flow Rate (GPM) ÷ 60
There are
60 minutes
in 1 hour
GPM LPM

100

How long it
takes all the
water in the
pool to go
through the
filter one time.

80
60

40
20

350

300
250
200
150

100

Your pool was built in 2004, has 18,000
gallons with an average depth of 3ft and your
Flow Meter looks like the one to the left.
What is your turnover rate and is it what it is
supposed to be?
First, we look to see where the top of the bobber is

Turnover
Rate

Turnover Rate = Pool Volume (Gallons) ÷ Flow Rate (GPM) ÷ 60
There are
60 minutes
in 1 hour
GPM LPM

100

How long it
takes all the
water in the
pool to go
through the
filter one time.

80
60

40
20

350

300
250
200
150

100

Your pool was built in 2004, has 18,000
gallons with an average depth of 3ft and your
Flow Meter looks like the one to the left.
What is your turnover rate and is it what it is
supposed to be?
Next we look at the correct side of the flow meter (GPM)
and record the number the top of the bobber is at is the
Flow Rate
Now we can calculate our Turnover Rate!

18,000 gallons(pool volume) ÷ 60GPM(Flow Rate) ÷ 60 = ?

Turnover
Rate

Turnover Rate = Pool Volume (Gallons) ÷ Flow Rate (GPM) ÷ 60
There are
60 minutes
in 1 hour
GPM LPM

100

How long it
takes all the
water in the
pool to go
through the
filter one time.

80
60

40
20

350

300
250
200
150

Your pool was built in 2004, has 18,000
gallons with an average depth of 3ft and your
Flow Meter looks like the one to the left.
What is your turnover rate and is it what it is
supposed to be?

100

Now we can check to see if
that is what it is supposed to
be! We have to find where
we are on the table.

18,000 gallons(pool volume) ÷ 60GPM(Flow Rate) ÷ 60 = 5 hours

Turnover
Rate

Turnover Rate = Pool Volume (Gallons) ÷ Flow Rate (GPM) ÷ 60
There are
60 minutes
in 1 hour
GPM LPM

100

How long it
takes all the
water in the
pool to go
through the
filter one time.

80
60

40
20

350

300
250
200
150

100

Your pool was built in 2004, has 18,000
gallons with an average depth of 3ft and your
Flow Meter looks like the one to the left.
What is your turnover rate and is it what it is
supposed to be?
Our Turnover Rate is
too high of a number!
Now we have to close
and find a way to
raise our flow rate!

18,000 gallons(pool volume) ÷ 60GPM(Flow Rate) ÷ 60 = 5 hours

Turnover
Rate
How long it
takes all the
water in the
pool to go
through the
filter one time.

Turnover Rate = Pool Volume (Gallons) ÷ Flow Rate (GPM) ÷ 60
There are
60 minutes
in 1 hour

Your pool was built in 2013, has
12,000 gallons with an average depth
of 4ft and your Flow Meter looks like
the one to the left. What is your
turnover rate and is it what it is
supposed to be?

Turnover
Rate
How long it
takes all the
water in the
pool to go
through the
filter one time.

Turnover Rate = Pool Volume (Gallons) ÷ Flow Rate (GPM) ÷ 60
Your pool was built in 2013, has 12,000
gallons with an average depth of 4ft
and your Flow Meter looks like the one
to the left. What is your turnover rate
and is it what it is supposed to be?
First, we look to see where the top of the bobber is

There are
60 minutes
in 1 hour

Turnover
Rate
How long it
takes all the
water in the
pool to go
through the
filter one time.

Turnover Rate = Pool Volume (Gallons) ÷ Flow Rate (GPM) ÷ 60
Your pool was built in 2013, has 12,000
gallons with an average depth of 4ft
and your Flow Meter looks like the one
to the left. What is your turnover rate
and is it what it is supposed to be?

There are
60 minutes
in 1 hour

Next we look at the correct side of the flow meter (both sides
are GPM, but we have a schedule 40 pipe) and record the
number the top of the bobber is at is the Flow Rate
Now we can calculate our Turnover Rate!

12,000 gallons(pool volume) ÷ 65GPM(Flow Rate) ÷ 60 = ?

Turnover
Rate
How long it
takes all the
water in the
pool to go
through the
filter one time.

Turnover Rate = Pool Volume (Gallons) ÷ Flow Rate (GPM) ÷ 60
Your pool was built in 2013, has 12,000
gallons with an average depth of 4ft and
your Flow Meter looks like the one to the
left. What is your turnover rate and is it
what it is supposed to be?

There are
60 minutes
in 1 hour

Now we can check to see if
that is what it is supposed to
be! We have to find where
we are on the table.

12,000 gallons(pool volume) ÷ 65GPM(Flow Rate) ÷ 60 = 3.08 hours

Turnover
Rate
How long it
takes all the
water in the
pool to go
through the
filter one time.

Turnover Rate = Pool Volume (Gallons) ÷ Flow Rate (GPM) ÷ 60
Your pool was built in 2013, has 12,000
gallons with an average depth of 4ft and
your Flow Meter looks like the one to the
left. What is your turnover rate and is it
what it is supposed to be?

There are
60 minutes
in 1 hour

YES! We are in good shape
because our Turnover rate is
less than the table!

12,000 gallons(pool volume) ÷ 65GPM(Flow Rate) ÷ 60 = 3.08 hours

Look on your spare main drain cover that we recommend you have for verification purposes (if
you do not have one and do not have a way to prove the ratings, then you can NOT be open):

Flow Rate &
Main Drains
Now we will make sure
that our main drain
covers are rated
correctly for our flow
rate

•
•

If your drain covers are installed on the floor, then look at the GPM next to “floor”
If your drain covers are installed on the wall, then look at the GPM next to “wall”

If the GPM on your drain cover is LOWER than the GPM on your Flow Meter, then
you must close immediately and replace them with a higher rated GPM cover/s!
If the GPM on your drain cover is HIGHER than the GPM on your Flow Meter, then
you are in good shape!

This slide may look familiar. That is because it is very important!

